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ABSTRACT 
Ahmad Fauzi. 2017. Mentor’s Strategy in Speech (Muhadharah) Training at The 
Extarcurricular Program Ta’mirul Islam Boarding School in the Academic year 
2016/2017. Thesis Surakarta Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty, 
State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
Advisor                      : Rochmat Budi Santoso, S.Pd., M.Pd., 
Keyword            : Speaking, Muhadhoroh, Strategy Mentor, Extarcurricular, 
Program and Boarding School  
 
Mentor’s Speech (Muhadhoroh)help and guide another individual’s 
development. A Speech (Muhadhoroh) itself is to broadcast the Islamic religion. 
This thesis is the result of these research problem’s: What are the Mentor’s 
strategy in Speech (Muhadhoroh) Training at the extracurricular program 
Ta’mirul Islam boarding school in the academic year 2016/2017?What are the 
purpose of Mentor’s strategy in Speech (Muhadhoroh) Training at the 
extracurricular program Ta’mirul Islam boarding school in the academic year 
2016/2017?. This study was conducted to describe the mentor’s Strategy at 
Muhadhoroh Program and to know the purpose of that program. 
As descriptive study this research is qualitative research. The data 
arranged by doing interview and observation. The research subject are the five 
Speech (Muhadhoroh) Mentor of Ta’mirul Islam Boarding School. The 
reasearcher as the observer had spesific interaction  with the subject than finding 
the data from the observation and interview. 
The result of this research describes Mentor’s Strategy in Speech 
(Muhadharah) areAmtsilah, Shuna’ah, Jam’i, Taftis, Imdho’Khotamun, 
Isti’dadan, Taujih, and Taqyimun strategies.The Purpose Mentor’s strategy in 
Speech (Muhadhoroh) Training are alearners are able to generate their self 
confidence,Learners are able to improve their speaking skill, Bring up the cadres 
of Preacher from the learners.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study 
English is a global language. It has been taught in some levels of 
education in Indonesia, such as elementary school, junior high school, and 
senior high school to make young generations ready to face the 
globalization era. As the global language, English is used in many things 
we find in our daily life and in many kinds of modern technology, such as 
mobilephones, computers, social media/networks, electronic machines, 
transportation, banking, even used in many labels of typical substance or 
materials, such as, chemicals, medicine, cosmetics, foods and beverage, 
etc. Other impact of English as a global language is the English mastery in 
new employess recruitment.  
English mastery in any kinds of language skills is very important 
consideration for companies in the recruitment of new employees. High 
level of English mastery means more easily and widely high access of 
information. As the result, many students join an English course which is 
usually held by private institution, because they feel that their learning 
English in the formal school not adequate to achieve a higher level of 
English mastery. In formal education, listening and speaking as the 
important of language skills to get less proportion in the English teaching 
and learning. The teachers often teach reading and writing. Some teachers 
assume that giving the students writing/reading tasks makes them more 
settled and more quiet and seems to get  better and more effective 
condition of teaching-learning process rather than giving them speaking 
tasks which usually seems to make the class very noisy. In addition, the 
English examination in formal education gives too much proportion in 
reading-writing test. There is rarely speaking test or oral production test. 
Consequently the students assume that listening and speaking are not very 
important to study. 
Speaking is productive skill of language learning. It involves 
communicative performance, and other important elements, such as, 
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pronunciation, intonation, grammar, vocabulary, etc. They should be 
taught in any language learning to make the learners able to use the target 
language to communicate. Speaking is the skill that the learners will be 
judged upon most in real-life situation. It is an important part of everyday 
interaction and most often the first impression of a person is based on 
his/her ability to speak fluently and comprehensibly. Thus, the teachers 
have a responsibility to prepare the learners as much as possible to be able 
to speak English in the real-life situation. 
There are many ways that can be done by learners in developing 
the English language skills, one of them is by muhadharah (speech). 
Muhadharah is generally directed to the person or group of people to 
express congratulations, welcoming the arrival of guests, commemorating 
the great days and so forth. (Karomani, 2011: 12) 
Muhadhoroh is synonymous with speech,  for the purpose of a 
muhadhoroh itself is to broadcast the Islamic religion. Muhadharah is one 
of the compulsory extracurricular at Ta'mirul Islamic boarding school 
which uses three languages: Arabic, English, Indonesian. Muhadharah or 
speech has a very important role in the ability of English and Arabic 
language, because that program learners led to memorize foreign texts, 
automatically in the memorization of the text learners gain new 
vocabulary. The muhadharah program requires a special strategy in 
achieving the above goals, practically there are mentors who are tasked to  
guide in each session of the activity. Then, it is needed a mentor strategy 
to support as well as achieve the goals. 
The Strategy is defined as a common term for what is commonly 
called a policy, but there is no agreement on it (Steiner & Miner, 1988: 
18). This means that the strategy is a policy that is used to anticipate the 
changes, developments in society. The classic definition of a strategy that 
was originally derived from the military say that strategy is the best way to 
use the funds, resources and equipment available to win a battle (Siagian, 
1994: 7). In essence, the strategy is a policy that serves to anticipate 
changes in reaching the goal. Strategy is commonly attached to the scope 
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is expanded meaning. The term is also used in the scope of the company 
and also the organization. The strategy is not only military institutions, but 
all the institutions, because the strategy is needed so that all objectives are 
achieved easily. Thus, strategy is very important to guide the learners to 
perform these activities to run properly. 
Therefore, the researcher is interested in conducting a research 
about mentor’s strategies of Muhadhoroh. Hopefully, the result of this 
research can make a progress readers or learners know the purpose of the 
muhadhoroh program and what benefits can be drawn from the above 
program. 
In some boarding schools, Muhadhoroh Extracurricular is an 
extracurricular activities that must be followed. Besides could become a 
preacher, there are also other benefits to be gained. Here Researcher takes 
an example from Ta’mirul Islam Surakarta as an object of the research. 
Ta'mirul Islam boarding school itself is an educational institution located 
at KH Samanhudi street, no.03, Bumi, Laweyan, Surakarta, Central Java, 
Indonesia.  
In daily communication, that boarding school wears English and 
Arabic languages, then the school included a very dominant in terms of 
languages, and the students required to wear their everyday speaking of 
both languages. In the Boarding School there is also an interesting 
strategy, which strategy makes learners comfortable in every session of 
the Speech program. Based on the description above the reseacher is 
interested to conduct the research entitle“Mentor’s strategy in Speech 
(Muhadhoroh) Training at the extracurricular program Ta’mirul 
Islam boarding school in the academic year 2016/2017”. 
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B. Identification of the Problems 
Based on the background of the study described above. The problems that 
can be identified as follows: 
1.  There are still many students who are still less in speech, learning of 
Muhadhoroh expected to add the ability speech students. 
2.  The students are weak in speaking both English and Arabic. So with 
this muhadharah program, the students are expected to increase his 
speaking ability. 
 
C. The Statement of Research Problem 
The problems of the research are formulated as follows: 
1. What are the Mentors strategies in speech (Muhadhoroh) Training at 
the extracurricular program Ta’mirul Islam boarding school in the 
academic year 2016/2017? 
2. What are the purpose of Mentors strategies in speech (Muhadhoroh) 
Training at the extracurricular program Ta’mirul Islam boarding school 
in the academic year 2016/2017? 
 
D. The Objective of the Study 
The objectives of the research are as follows; 
1. To explore the Mentor’s strategy in speech (Muhadhoroh) Training at 
the extracurricular program Ta’mirul Islam boarding school in the 
academic year 2016/2017? 
2. To explore the purpose Mentor’s strategy in Speech (Muhadhoroh) 
Training at the extracurricular program Ta’mirul Islam boarding 
school in the academic year 2016/2017? 
 
 
E. The Limitation of the Problem 
The problem should be limited and this part is making the problem 
to be more focuses and directed so it will be more clearer. Here are the 
problem can be limited: 
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1. The Object of The Research 
The object of this research are the strategy in Speech 
(muhadhoroh) Training at the extracurricular program Ta’mirul Islam 
boarding school in the academic year 2016/2017. 
The researcher chooses strategy because many learners and 
students join an English course which is usually held by private 
institution. they feel that their learning English in the formal school is 
not adequate to achieve a higher level of English mastery. This 
Muhadharah program gives a new activity can study English and also 
invites students to go to boarding school. 
Researcher here choses Islamic boarding school Ta'mirul Islam as 
the object of research, because the school uses arabic and english 
language in daily conversation, in the first meeting a months, they use 
the English language and the second one they use the Arabic language. 
It can be concluded that the school is very emphasize and very 
proficient in the language, especially in English which is focused by 
researcher. Because the foreign language is used for daily 
conversation. 
 
F. The Significance of The Study 
1. Theoritically 
      Generally, this research is expected to know the application of the 
Mentor’s strategy in Speech (Muhadhoroh) Training in the 
extracurricular program at Ta’mirul Islam boarding school in the 
academic year 2016/2017. Expecially, this research is expected to 
know the advantages and disadvantages of that strategy. 
2. Practically 
a. To the Reseacher, it addes to the treasures of knowledge for the 
researcher in general. 
b. To the learner, it addes scientific contributions especially English 
education majors. 
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c. To the school, it gives an information as a consideration of the 
appropriate strategies for incresing the education quality. 
 
G. Benefits of the study 
1. Practically Benefits 
a. For the Teachers 
  This research will give consideration for the English 
teachers in their teaching learning process. 
b. For the Learners 
This research will be useful for The Islamic student in 
Ta’mirul Islam Surakarta especially for The Learner. 
c. For the Reseacher 
The result of the study will give experience and that will be 
useful for her to conducts a better research in the future. 
 
H. The Definition of key term 
Based on the variables above, the definition of key terms are: 
1. Mentor. 
The mentor is Supervisor or caregiver. In language, mentoring is 
derived from the English language, which means the advisor. Mentor is 
the  man full of wisdom, good at teaching, educating, guiding, 
nurturing, training, and dealing with other people, then the word of 
mentor until now used in the context of education, counseling, 
coaching, and training. (KBBI, 2008: 943). 
2. Muhadhoroh. 
Muhadhoroh/Speech is generally directed to the person or group of 
people to express congratulations, welcoming the arrival of guests, 
commemorating the great days and so forth. (Karomani, 2011: 12). 
3. Strategy. 
William F. Glueck, and Lawrence R. Jauch (2000: 8) provide the 
following definition of the strategy."The strategy is a unified, 
comprehensive, an Intregrated plan that relates the strategic advantages 
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of the firm to the challenges of the environment and that is designed to 
Ensure that the basic objectives of the enterprice are Achieved through 
proper execution by the Organitation." 
4. Extracurricular. 
An extracurricular is a school programs, such as student activities, 
optimization of related subjects, talents and interests, abilities and skills 
to strengthen the personality of students. The extracurricular activities 
to benefit and noble values embodied in the activities that follow. (Tri 
Ani Hastuti, 2008: 63). 
5. Boarding School. 
The words of boarding school comes from the  funduq (Arabic) 
which means the bedroom, dorm or simple homestead, because the 
boarding is as simple shelters of pupils / students are away from their 
place of origin. (Zamahsyari lender, 1982: 18). 
 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Speaking Skills 
a. The Nature of Speaking 
There are some definitions and perspectives of speaking proposed 
by some experts. To start with, Cameron (2001:40) states that speaking 
is the active use of language to express meanings so that other people 
can make sense of them. She adds that attention to precise details of 
language is required to speak in foreign language in order to share 
understandings with other people. A speaker needs to find the most 
appropriate words and the correct grammar to convey meaning 
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accurately and precisely, and needs to organise the discourse so that the 
listener will understand.  
Another expert, Thonburry (2005: 20), considers speaking or oral 
communication as an activity which includes two or more people in 
which hearers and speakers have to react to what they hear and make 
their contribution at speed of high level. Each participant has a purpose 
or an intention that she/he wants to achieve in the interaction. While, 
Chaney in Kayi (2006 : 30) states that speaking is the process of 
building and sharing meaning through the use of verbal and non-verbal 
symbols, in a variety of contexts. 
Speaking is a productive skill, like writing. It involves using 
speech to express meanings to other people (Spratt, et.al, 2005: 34). 
However, speaking is different from writing in some aspects. Brown in 
Weigle (2002: 22) mentions a list of characteristics which differentiates 
written language from the spoken one. The characteristics are 
permanence, production time, distance, orthography, complexity, 
formalty, and vocabulary. 
Speaking is transitory and must be processed in real time, while 
written language is permanent and can be read and reread. Next, within 
a few moment speakers have to plan, formulate, and deliver their 
utterances, while writers spend more time to plan, review, and revise 
their words. To be able to communicate, both speakers and listeners 
need to be present during the activity. Unlike writing, speakers do not 
need to carry much information to enhance a message as they employ 
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various devices such as stress, intonation, pitch, volume, pausing, etc. 
From the complexity of clauses, speakers tend to have shorter clauses 
than the writers do.  
With the same idea, Louma (2004:12) underlines that a major 
difference between speech and writing is that speakers do not usually 
speak in sentences. Rather, speech can be considered to consist of idea 
units, which are short phrases and clauses connected with and, or, but 
or that, or not joined by conjunctions at all but simply spoken next to 
each other, with possibly a short pause between them. The next 
characteristic is related to the use of formality. Because of the social 
and cultural uses to which writing is ordinarily put, writing tends to be 
more formal than speaking. While in speaking, the formality usually 
depends on the occasions and the audiences the speakers communicate 
with. The last is that vocabulary used in written texts tends to contain a 
wider variety of words than oral texts.  
Furthermore, Brown (2000:270-271) asserts other characteristics of 
speaking which can make oral performance easy as well as difficult in 
some cases. They are clustering, redundancy, reduced forms, 
performance variables, colloquial language, rate of delivery, strees, 
rhythm, and intonation, and interaction. The first characteristic is 
clustering, which means that fluent speech is Phrasal, not word by 
word. Speakers can do such clustering or joining some sounds to 
organize their output both cognitively and physically.   
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The second is that the speakers have an opportunity to make 
meaning clearer through the redundancy of language. The next is the 
use of reduced forms, meaning that instead of producing a bookish 
speech, the speakers tend to develop contractions, elisions, reduced 
vowels, etc. One of the advantages of spoken language is that the 
process of thinking as the speakers speak allows them to manifest a 
certain number of performance hesitations, pauses, backtracking, and 
corrections. Learners can actually be taught to use such performance 
variables such as how to pause and hesitate.  
Colloquial language is one of the characteristics of spoken 
language that the learners should be familiar with the words, idioms, 
and phrases and get practice in producing these forms. Another salient 
characteristic of fluency is rate of delivery. Teachers should help 
learners to achieve an acceptable speed along with other attributes of 
fluency. Stress, rhythm, and intonation are the most important 
characteristic of English pronunciation as the stress-timed rhythm of 
spoken English and its intonation patterns convey important messages. 
The last is interaction. Learning to produce waves of language without 
interlocutors will rob speaking skill component, like the creativity of 
conversational negotiations. As the speakers encounter some difficulties 
during the performance, especially when the speakers do not know a 
word or are not able to memorize it, they can employ some strategies 
proposed by Harmer (2007:227).  
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The strategies can be in the forms of improvising, discarding, 
foreignising, and pharaphrasing. Impovising means that the speakers try 
to use any word or phrase which is expected to be about right. While in 
discarding, they can simply leave the words which are difficult to say. 
The next strategy is forenignising, choosing a word in the language the 
speakers know (such as their fist language) to be foreignised with the 
hope that the meaning will be equivalent to the foreign language word 
they wish to express. The last is pharaphrasing in which the speakers 
use such lexical substitution about the word they do not know through 
giving explanations or examples to pharaphrase it. A spoken language 
has a number of forms which is also important to be covered in the 
language course.  
Nunan in Brown (2000:250-251) divides spoken language into two 
types, monologues and dialogues. The first type is monologues, in 
which a speaker uses spoken language for any length of time as in 
speeches, lectures, readings, news broadcasts, etc. Planned monologues 
usually manifest little redundancy and are therefore relatively difficult 
to comprehend. While unplanned monologues exhibit more 
redundancy, which makes for ease in comprehensions, but the presence 
of more performance variables and other hesitations can either help or 
hinder comprehension.  
As opposed to monologues, dialogues involve two or more 
speakers. The exchanges can be interpersonal, which promotes social 
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relationship, and transactional of which the aim is to exchange 
information. 
Figure 1: Types of oral language, speaking is a productive 
language skill in which the activity includes two or more people having 
interaction in order to deliver or get message through the use of verbal 
and non-verbal languages. Furthermore, a speaker needs to use the most 
appropriate words and the correct grammar to convey meaning 
accurately and precisely, and needs to organise the discourse so that the 
listeners will understand. With regards to its natures, speaking is 
considered difficult. The understanding of the characteristics of 
speaking above may lead the speaker to succed their performances. 
Thus, speaking should be well learnt by the learners from the very 
basic. (Brown, 2000:250-251) 
In conclusion, speaking is a productive language skill in which 
activity includes two or more people who have interactions in order to 
give or get messages through the use of verbal and non-verbal 
language. 
b. Micro-macro Skills of Speaking 
To succed the oral communication, speakers need to consider some 
aspects namely micro skills and macro skills. The micro skills refer to 
producing the smaller chunks of language such as phonemes, 
morphemes, words, collocations, and phrasal units. While the macro 
skills imply the speaker’s focus on the larger elements: fluency, 
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discourse, function, style, cohesion, nonverbal communication, and 
strategic options (Brown, 2004:142).  
In conclusion, both micro and macro skills needed by graduates of 
their communication. Micro skills focus on smaller pieces of language 
while the Basic macro concerns about elements of the larger. By 
understanding the skills, teachers can scaffold the student to acquire 
skills through tasks talk designed. 
2. Muhadhoroh 
a. Definition of Muhadhoroh 
Muhadhoroh is the disclosure of mind in the form of words addressed 
to the crowd or discourse prepared to say in public. (KBBI, 1990: 681) 
Muhadhoroh is generally directed to the person or group of people to 
express congratulations, welcoming the arrival of guests, 
commemorating the great days and so forth. (Karomani, 2011: 12) 
Muhadhoroh or Speech is one form of delivery that using oral media, 
forms of verbal media itself, among others: sermons, speeches, lectures, 
discussions and others, all of which was done with the tongue or voice 
(A.Hasyim, 1984: 316) 
Muhadharah is derived from the Arabic language of syllables 
hadhoro yuhaadiru muhadhorotan, muhadharah is isim masdar qiasi 
which means mutual attend / attended, lectures or speech.Meanwhile, 
according to the terms muhadharah is an activity / human activity in 
discussing an issue with the way speech or discussion which was 
attended by many people (mass / audience). 
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In view of the general public, more defined activities muhadharah 
religious lectures or speeches. Muhadharah usually done by means of a 
lecture alone or occasionally with a lecture while discussing and 
debriefing. The understanding of a lecture by the term is a technique or 
method of propaganda that are colored the characteristic features of a 
missionary or preacher talking to a missionary activity. Lectures can 
also be propaganda, campaign speeches (rhetoric), sermons, teaching 
speech and so forth. There are some notions of muhadharah / lectures, 
among others: 
1) The art of spoken speech, sensitize and attract the public. Speech 
from the beginning is the weapon of human society in a state of 
peace and war, also the weapons that raised quickly high positions 
that must be addressed to him. 
2) Lectures in English is called the method of lecturing or telling 
method is an oral manner in orderpresentation conducted by a 
preacher to mad'u. lecturing term comes from the Greek "Legere" 
which means to leach (lecturing). Legere arises from the word 
meaning word lecture to give a lecture with words or narrative. From 
the word lecture lecturing raised again said that the way of 
presenting with oral. 
In this case muhadharah is one of the methods of propaganda 
which is also known as the lecture method, which is the oldest 
method commonly used in a variety of situations. This lecture 
method apart from frequent use, it is also the most criticized. There 
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is thus a sharp criticism to the critics found the lecture method is 
ineffective when used in the world of propaganda, as almost never 
give a concrete answer to the problems facing humanity. 
From the mention above it is clear that the lecture method is a 
method commonly used in the world of propaganda, and the lecture 
method is still seen as effective. The Lecture method used in the 
propaganda effort has weaknesses that should be avoided and 
overcome so that our mission in muhadharah this method can work 
well. 
Muhadharah here including education skills, because in each 
speaker are required to skilled, well-skilled in material means or 
skillfully mastered the material delivered lecture material. 
b. Weakness and Excess of Muhadharah 
There is no one method for achieving each goal in each situation, each 
method has goodness and weakness. A method for effective still remains a 
weakness. Therefore, the preacher must know when the method can be 
used appropriately and effectively. Below are some of the advantages and 
disadvantages of methods muhadharah: 
1) Weakness of Muhadharah 
a)  Dai or muballigh difficult to know the audience understanding of the 
material presented. 
b) The method of lecture is just one-way communication only, meaning 
that only active preacher only. While the mere passive Audience (do 
not understand, do not agree, there is no time to ask questions or 
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sue). presentation conducted by a preacher to mad'u. lecturing term 
comes from the Greek "Legere" which means to leach (lecturing). 
 c) It is hard to exploring ways of thinking, the listener (audience) and 
the center of attention. 
 d) The preacher (preacher / missionary) tends to be authoritarian. 
  e) If the speaker does not pay attention to psychology (the audience) 
and technical educational and propaganda, lectures can linger and 
boring. Instead preacher or speaker may be farfetched to draw the 
audience's attention and provide the humor as much as possible, so 
that the core content of lectures and become shallow. 
2) Excess of Muhadharah 
a) In a relatively short time can be submitted materials as much as 
possible propaganda meteri 
b) Allows muballigh / preachers use the confession, the merits and 
wisdom so that the audience (the object of propaganda) are easily 
attracted and received his teachings. 
c) Muballigh / preachers more easily control the whole audience 
d) Normally can increase the degree or status and popularity da / i / 
preachers. 
e) The method of this talk is more flexible. That is easily adapted to the 
circumstances and the time available, if timelimited materials can be 
shortened. And vice versa if time permits can be submitted materials 
as much as possible and deeper. 
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So it is clear that the characteristics of a method is very helpful in 
the selection and use of a method to achieve a goal of propaganda is 
more defined.(Abdul Aziz, 2014: 49) 
In conclusion, the muhadharah is one of the activities referred to 
skills students in speaking, then the most effective level when 
students talk is always consistent and commitment in public 
speaking. 
3. Learning Strategy 
a. Definition of the strategy 
Before understanding the characteristic of the strategy, we are 
firstly, to understand the true meaning of strategy. As explained above 
that the strategy comes from the Greek, which reads strategos with the 
general meaning. In particular, the strategy is 'forging' mission, goal-
setting organization with a given external forces and internal, 
formulation of policies and strategies to achieve the goals and to 
ensure their implementation properly, so that the goals and the 
objectives of the organization's key will be achieved (Steiner & Miner, 
1988: 18). 
The Strategy is defined as a common term for what is commonly 
called a policy, but there is no agreement on it (Steiner & Miner, 
1988: 18). This means that the strategy is a policy that is used to 
anticipate the changes, developments in society. The classic definition 
of a strategy that was originally derived from the military say that 
strategy is the best way to use the funds, resources and equipment 
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available to win a battle (Siagian, 1994: 7). In essence, the strategy is 
a policy that serves to anticipate changes in reaching the goal. Over 
time, strategy is commonly attached to the scope was expanded 
meaning. The term is also used in the scope of the company and also 
the organization. The strategy is not only necessary military 
institutions, but all the institutions, because the strategy is needed so 
that all objectives are achieved with ease. 
The Strategy is defined as a process of determining the plan's top 
leaders that focuses on long-term goals of the organization, along with 
the preparation of a means or remedy how these objectives can be 
achieved (Stephani K. Marrus, 1995:1) 
The Strategy is the manner determined by the characteristics of 
individuals that are distinctive and special (Indonesian Dictionary, 
1998: 667). 
Moving from here, the meaning strategy is to plan and to manage 
so as to achieve these objectives, the strategy does not only serve as a 
road map that shows the direction of the street alone, but must be able 
to demonstrate how tactics operations (Onong Uchyana, 1984: 32). 
William F. Glueck, and Lawrence R. Jauch (2000: 8) provides the 
following definition of the strategy."The strategy is a unified, 
comprehensive, an Intregrated plan that relates the strategic 
advantages of the firm to the challenges of the environment and that is 
designed to Ensure that the basic objectives of the enterprice are 
Achieved through proper execution by the Organitation." 
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The word strategy comes from the Greek, which stratogos or 
strategies become generals. Strategy is the art of the generals. If 
interpreted in terms of the military, the strategy is a way to put troops 
or preparing military forces on the battlefield to defeat the enemy. 
As in the discussion of the organization, the term strategy is almost 
always associated with direction, purpose, and positioning an 
organization to consider the surrounding environment. 
In conclusion, the strategy is a means of planning and preparation 
to achieve a goal. The strategy not only on military but in different 
fields using the strategy. 
b. Learning Strategy. 
The term strategy (the strategy) is  derived from "nouns" and 
"verb" in the language of Greece. As a noun, it is a combination of the 
word stratos (military) and "ego" (lead). As a verb, means to plan 
stratego (to plan). 
Thus the strategy is a pattern that is planned and set out 
deliberately to do an activity or action. The strategy covers seven 
activities, who are involved in the activity, the content of activities, 
processes, activities, and facilities supporting activities. Simply put, 
the term learning (instructions) means as an attempt to learn a person 
or group of people through a variety of efforts (effort) and various 
strategies, methods and approaches towards the achievement of the 
objectives that had been planned. 
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Learning is the main process held in life in the school between 
teachers so that the teaching and student learning are required to 
certain provit. .(Abdul Majid, 2013: 3) 
Learning strategies is a comprehensive approach to learning in a 
system which consists of general guidelines and framework for 
activities to achieve the common goal of learning, which spelled out 
from the view of philosophy or theory of learning. As for the notion of 
learning strategies according to experts as follows: 
1. Kemp explained that strategy learning is a learning activity that 
must be undertaken so that teachers and learners learning 
objectives can be accomplished effectively and efficiently. 
2. Gulo stated that learning strategies a plan and how – how to bring 
teaching can be achieved effectively. 
3. Hamalik, learning strategies are the overall methods and procedures 
that it focuses on the activities of the students in the process of 
learning – teaching to achieve a particular goal. 
4. The people formulate learning strategies as the procedures, 
methods, and techniques of learning – teaching (teaching methods) 
which is regarded as the most effective and efficient as well as 
productive so that it can be used as handles by teachers in carrying out 
activities to teach. (Jamil Suprihatiningrum, 2014: 148) 
C.   Sorts of learning strategies 
1.  Ekspository Learning Strategy 
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Ekspository learning strategy is a strategy of learning 
delivery processes strategy that emphasizes material verbally from 
teacher against a student with the intent of enabling students to 
master learning materials optimally. (Nunuk Suryani dan Lea 
Agung S: 106) 
The strategy of learning ekspository  learning strategies 
often called directly (direct instructions), as the subject matter 
directly given teachers, and teachers cultivate completely the 
message next students are required to master the material. Thus, in 
the strategy ekspositori the teacher serves as a Messenger of 
information. 
Not a single learning strategies that are considered better 
compared to other learning strategies. Whether or not a good 
learning strategies can be viewed from whether or not the strategy 
is effective in achieving learning objectives that have been 
determined. Thus, the first consideration is the use of learning 
strategies is what purpose to be achieved. In the use of this strategy 
there are a few things that should be noted by teachers, among 
which are the following: (Nunuk Suryani dan Lea Agung S: 107) 
a. goal-oriented. 
b. the principle of communication 
c. the principle of preparedness 
d. principle of sustainable. 
2.  The strategy of Problem-based learning 
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Problem-based learning approach giving priority to the 
process of learning where teachers should focus on tasks to help 
students achieve the skills of directing himself. Learning based on 
the issue of its use in the higher levels of thinking, in a situation-
oriented issues, including how to learn. 
The teacher in the learning model based on the issue of his 
role as publisher of the problem, the ASKER dialogues, petrified 
found the problem and research facilities. In addition teachers 
prepare support and encouragement can promote growth of 
enquiries and intellectual students. Learning based on problem can 
only occur if the teacher can create a classroom environment that is 
open and guide the exchange of ideas. 
3.  Contextual Learning Strategies (teaching Contextual learning) 
Contextual learning (Tachig Contextual Learning) or 
commonly abbreviated CTL is a learning strategy that places 
emphasis on the link between learning material with the world of 
real life, so that the learners are able to connect and apply 
competency learning results in everyday life – day. (Nunuk 
Suryani dan Lea Agung S: 116) 
In this study the task of the teacher is to provide ease of 
learning to the learners by providing a variety of means and 
adequate learning resources. Steps-steps that should be taken in the 
CTL are as follows: 
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a. Develop the idea that children will learn more meaningful by 
way of his own work, and his new skills. 
b. Perform enquiries activities as far as possible to all topics. 
c. Develop the nature of curious students asked. 
d. Create a learning society. 
e. Present models for learning example. 
f. Do the reflection at the end of the meeting. 
g. the actual assessment Done in different ways. 
4.  Learning strategy of inquiry 
Learning strategy of enquiry stressed to the process of 
seeking and finding. The subject matter is not given directly. The 
role of students in this strategy is to seek and find their own subject 
matter, while teachers act as facilitators and mentors students to 
learn. Learning strategy enquiry is a series of learning that pressing 
on the process of critical thinking and analysts look for and 
determine its own answer to a problem that is questionable. 
Enquiry begins with the observation of activities in an effort to 
understand a concept. (Jamil Suprihatiningrum, 2014: 148) 
In strategy learning of enquiry there are several things to be 
aware of, including the following: 
a. development-oriented intellectual property. 
b. the principle of interaction 
c. the principle of ask 
d. the principle of learning to think 
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e. the principle of openness 
Then steps to note include: 
a. Orientation 
The step orientation is a step to build a responsive learning   
atmosphere. 
b. Formulate problem 
Formulate the problem is step brings students on an issue 
containing puzzles. 
c. Formulating hypothesis 
The hypothesis is the answer of a problem that is being 
examined. 
d. Collecting data 
Collecting data is the activity of the capture of information 
needed to test the hypothesis put forward. 
e.  Test the hypothesis 
Test the hypothesis is the process of determining the 
answer deemed acceptable in accordance with the data or 
information obtained based on the data collection. 
f. Formulate conclusions 
Formulate the conclusion is the process of describing the 
findings obtained based on the results of hypothesis testing. 
(Nunuk Suryani dan Lea Agung S: 120) 
5. Affective Learning Strategies 
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Affective learning strategy is a strategy that not only aims 
to achieve another dimension. I.e. affective attitudes and skills 
related to the volume of hard carved because concerns awareness 
growing from the inside. The ability of affective attitudes related to 
interests and attitudes can be responsibility, teamwork, discipline, 
commitment, confidence, honesty, respect the opinions of others 
and the ability to control themselves. 
Learners who have an interest in learning and positive 
attitude towards the lessons will feel happy to learn a particular 
subject, so as to achieve optimum learning outcomes. Therefore to 
achieve optimal learning outcomes, in the design of learning 
programs and learning activities for learners, educators should pay 
attention to affective characteristics of learners. (Nunuk Suryani 
dan Lea Agung S: 122) 
The formation of a stance on one's self is not unexpectedly 
arrive, but sometimes through the process long enough. This 
process is usually done through conditioning and modeling. 
a. patterns of conditioning 
In the process of learning in school, whether 
consciously or not, the teacher can instill a certain attitude to 
the students through the process of conditioning. 
b. Modelling (Modeling) 
Learning attitude can also be done through the process of 
modeling creation attitude through the process of assimilation 
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or the pilot process. One of the characteristics of the protégé is 
being developed is the desire to perform impersonation 
(imitation). 
 
6.  Cooperative Learning Strategies 
Learning cooperative or cooperative learning is a general 
term for a set of instructional strategies that are designed to educate 
working groups and antarsiswa interaction. The purpose of 
cooperative learning includes at least three learning objectives, 
academic learning outcomes i.e., acceptance of diversity, and the 
development of social skills. 
practice these methods help students to more easily process 
information obtained, because the encoding process will supported 
by the interaction that occurs in Learning cooperative. Learning 
Cooperative Learning method based on the theory of Cognitive 
because according to the theory of interaction can support learning. 
Cooperative learning methods learning has positive benefits when 
applied in the classroom. Some of the benefits include: teaching 
students to become teachers, believe in the ability to think, to 
search for information from another source and learn from other 
students; encourage students to express his ideas verbally and 
compare with the idea of his friend; and helping students learn 
respect for smart students and students who are weak, also received 
this distinction. 
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But ironically not many cooperative learning model applied 
in the education of Indonesia even though the very nature of 
mutual prides in the life of society.  
7.  The strategy of increasing the ability of thought 
Upgrade method of thinking is a learning model is based on 
the development of thinking students through an examination of 
the facts or experiences the child as material to solve the problem 
posed. (Indri Yulu Astute, 2015) 
In conclusion, the learning strategy is the way 
systematically selected and employed a teacher to deliver the 
learning material, making it easier for teaching specific learning 
objectives. The application of learning strategies must be adapted 
to the conditions of both internal (students) and external (the 
school's facilities and infrastructure), time, and the development of 
technology to achieve the learning objectives are absolute. 
 
 
 
4. Mentor 
a. Definition of the mentor 
The mentor is Supervisor or caregiver. In language, mentoring is 
derived from the English language, which means the advisor. Mentor is 
the  man full of wisdom, good at teaching, educating, guiding, 
nurturing, training, and dealing with other people, then the word of 
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mentor until now used in the context of education, counseling, 
coaching, and training. KBBI, 2008: 943). 
“A mentor is an individual, usually older, always more 
experienced, who helps and guides another individual’s development. 
This guidance is not done for personal gain.”(F. John Reh, 2006:35). 
b. The Characteristic being a good mentor: 
1) Be credible 
The best mentors I've encountered have been people that 
have credibility in, and have personally achieved success in, the 
area where I'm looking for support. For this reason, most people 
will seek the guidance of different mentors to help them develop 
specific skills or qualities, or to help them reach important 
decisions. Being credible doesn't mean that you need to have all the 
answers. The best answers for your mentee will come from their 
own thinking, with the help of your wisdom to support them. 
2) Be a positive role model 
Good mentors are respected by their mentees. A mentee can 
learn a lot from their mentor simply by watching how their mentor 
behaves in any particular situation. Good mentors will also look 
out for experiences, or even create situations in which their 
mentees can become involved to learn new things, for example, 
providing a look behind the scenes or a glimpse at how other 
people live or do things. 
3)   Be genuinely interested in your mentee as an individual 
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A mentoring relationship is a very personal one, which is 
often very important to the mentee, so, as a mentor, you need to get 
to know your mentee personally, about their hopes and dreams, so 
you can help them in a way that meets their personal best interest. 
For this reason, a parent is often not a good mentor for their child, 
as their parenting relationship and emotional connection will 
influence their guidance. That's not to say that a parent can never 
provide a mentoring moment for their child - they can - however, a 
parent can't be as objective as a person who's independent of the 
parenting role. In the same way, a manager is also not the best 
person to mentor someone on their team, as they'll often have a 
conflict of interest to contend with, between what's in the best 
interest of each individual and what's in the best interest of their 
team. 
4)   Share your experiences and insights 
In doing so, choose stories that you feel are appropriate and 
helpful, but do so in a neutral way, without any attachment to how 
your mentee will use this learning. Be open to sharing your 
mistakes and failures too, as these are often where our biggest 
lessons are learned. It will also help your mentee be aware that 
challenges will arise, and the way you dealt with the situation 
might also help them gain insight about how to build resilience. 
5)  Ask open questions 
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Asking your mentee open questions will help you as a 
mentor to identify their real needs, values and passions. It's also a 
great way to get your mentee to think through situations 
themselves and draw out the consequences of the various choices 
or courses of action they can take. During these conversations, you 
can share your wisdom, without making decisions for your mentee. 
That's their job. 
6) Act as a sounding board 
Mentees benefit greatly from the opportunity of having a 
good mentor listen to them. Allow them to explore their thoughts 
and ideas openly with you. This will often help them unravel their 
thinking and gain insights about a situation as they share their 
concerns with you. 
7) Provide a fresh perspective 
One of the benefits of working with a mentor is that a good 
mentor will often provide their mentee with a fresh perspective on 
an issue. A good mentor will often have the clarity of distance 
from an issue or problem that's needed to provide objective 
feedback to their mentee. They can also hold up a 'mirror' to the 
mentee to, for example, let the mentee see what their behaviour 
looks like to others. 
8) Provide helpful feedback 
Not all feedback is helpful. A good mentor knows this and 
will deliver feedback in a way that will help their mentee gain 
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insight to further develop specific qualities or skills. For example, a 
good mentor will always ask for permission to give feedback 
before doing so. Giving unwelcome feedback can be detrimental to 
any mentoring relationship. Instead, explain what you'd like to talk 
about first and highlight the benefits of doing this. 
9) Acknowledge achievements 
Highlight for your mentee any achievements they might 
have forgotten, to help build their confidence. Remember to 
celebrate their successes on your mentoring journey too. 
10) Offer your advice, but only if your mentee asks for it 
It can be very tempting for a mentor to just jump in and 
offer advice before a mentee has actually asked for it, especially 
when you've dealt with a similar situation yourself. Being a 
sounding board for your mentee, allowing them to discuss the 
situation with you, then helping them to think through the situation 
by asking them questions to draw out the consequences of various 
actions, is always more empowering for a mentee than advising 
them what to do. It helps them work through the issue and come to 
their own conclusions. By doing so, you ultimately help them to 
learn to think through issues themselves and trust their own 
judgement, both valuable life skills. (Tania, 2008) 
In conclusion, the learning strategy is the way 
systematically selected and employed a teacher to deliver the 
learning material, making it easier for teaching specific learning 
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objectives. The application of learning strategies must be adapted 
to the conditions of both internal (students) and external (the 
school's facilities and infrastructure), time, and the development of 
technology to achieve the learning objectives are absolute. 
5. Extracurricular Program 
a) Definition of extracurricular 
Extracurricular activities are done outside of the school hours (face 
to face), both held in school or out of school to further enrich and 
expand the horizons of knowledge and abilities of the students from 
various fields of study. (Subagyo, 2003: 23) 
An extracurricular is a school programs, such as student activities, 
optimization of related subjects, talents and interests, abilities and 
skills to strengthen the personality of students. The extracurricular 
activities to benefit and noble values embodied in the activities that 
follow. (Tri Ani Hastuti, 2008: 63). 
Extra-curricular activities (ECA) are activities that take place 
outside regular class teaching and yet are related to student learning. 
As such, they fall within the scope of the school curriculum. 
ECA take care of the students’ different developmental needs such as 
their sense of moral values and attitudes, skills and creativity. Through 
their participation in ECA, students can learn to communicate, to co-
operate with other people and in addition to enrich their life 
experience. If students are given the opportunities to organise ECA, 
they will gain first-hand experience of programme planning and 
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leadership, thus enabling themselves to discover and develop their 
potential. 
This set of guidelines has included basic concepts related to the 
planning and organisation of activities. It is hoped that both Primary 
and Secondary schools may make reference to the guidelines with a 
view to implementing their ECA programmes efficiently. In view of 
the differences in schools’ settings and the fact that students’ maturity 
varies at primary and secondary levels, schools are advised to draw on 
their own experience and professional knowledge to best realise their 
goals. 
b) The functions of Extracurricular 
ECA should have the following functions: 
a. reinforcing classroom learning and allowing students to put their 
knowledge and skills into practice; 
2) facilitating the teaching of certain skills and the inculcation of 
certain values which may present difficulties in a formal classroom 
setting; 
3) promoting students’ personal development by broadening their 
interests, developing their potential and providing opportunities for 
character formation and leadership training; 
4)  promoting students’ social development by offering opportunities 
for the broadening of their social experiences, the practice of social 
skills and the internationalisation of moral and social values; and 
5)  making school life more challenging and interesting. 
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(Reference: “School Management Initiative (SMI) Manual on 
School Administration” 1992 Education Department) 
c) Responsibilities of ECA Co-ordinators and Advisors 
1) General duties of ECA Co-ordinators 
In the prevailing school system, there is the established post of 
‘ECA Co-ordinator’. He/she is responsible for organising the ECA 
of the school, helping to arrange and to coordinate inter-school 
activities and major school functions. He/she participates in the 
setting up of goals, directions and policies for the implementation 
of ECA. The ECA co-ordinator also guides students towards proper 
concepts and encourages them to participate in the activities. As 
part of the middle management in school, the ECA Co-ordinator is 
accountable to the school principal in carrying out the following 
tasks. 
2) Manpower planning 
The ECA co-ordinator is responsible for recruiting the 
necessary personnel for the implementation of ECA. He/she should 
understand the strengths, interests and abilities of his/her fellow 
colleagues with a view to suggesting to the school principal the 
distribution of work for ECA. He/she should also pay attention to 
the performance of the teachers-in-charge with a view to providing 
them with assistance and encouragement. The school may set up an 
ECA committee in this regard to help the ECA Co-ordinator with 
his/her work. 
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3) Activity planning 
The ECA co-ordinator is responsible for drawing up a yearly 
plan for ECA in school. He/she needs to coordinate both intra-
mural and extra-mural activities, bearing in mind the time schedule 
and the arrangement of facilities. It is important to ensure that 
students enjoy a well-balanced school life through their 
participation in ECA. The yearly plan is normally planned during 
the summer vacation. When school starts, the ECA Co-ordinator 
should consult other teachers-in-charge of the activities, fine tune 
the yearly plan, work out the timetable and ensure that it is 
implemented. Nonetheless he/she should be flexible and be alert to 
any need for adjustment as and when required. At the planning 
stage, the ECA co-ordinator should avoid jamming the activities 
too closely together, so as not to pressurise teachers and students. 
4) Use of resources 
The ECA co-ordinator should give suggestions to the school 
principal regarding the utilisation of finances, the allocation of 
resources and the equipment needed for the running of ECA. 
Administratively, the school principal may authorise the ECA co-
ordinator to plan the financial budget, to control the expenses of 
various activities or to assist in administering the ECA fund. 
5) Training and support 
The ECA co-ordinator is responsible for promoting the ECA of 
the school. He/she should participate in setting up school clubs and 
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in promoting new activity plans. In the course of an activity, he/she 
is required to acquaint himself/herself with the operation in order to 
assist in problem-solving and to ensure achieving the pre-set 
objectives. He/she should pay particular attention to safety 
measures and remind teachers/staff to abide by the safety 
guidelines. The ECA Co-ordinator should organise leadership 
training courses to prepare students to guide activities in order to 
provide the teachers-in-charge with effective assistance. 
6)  Evaluation and appraisal 
The ECA Co-ordinator should design an evaluation and 
appraisal system for the proper assessment of various activities, 
school clubs, staff and student performance. This will help improve 
the planning of future activities. On the basis of such evaluation, 
the ECA Co-ordinator should submit a report to the school 
principal at the end of the school year. 
The points mentioned above are the general duties of an ECA Co-
ordinator. The school is free to make adjustments in the light of its 
own circumstances. Furthermore, the ECA Co-ordinator should 
exercise his/her professional knowledge and administrative skills 
to lead fellow colleagues in achieving the goals set by school. 
d) Duties of ECA Advisors 
The school principal can appoint teachers as ECA advisors 
(teachers-in-charge) according to the school’s needs and each teacher’s 
talents and interests, to guide one or more clubs and activity groups. 
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The ECA advisor, being the frontline leader of activities, is responsible 
for the various duties listed below. 
1) Organisation 
The ECA advisor is responsible for planning the relevant activities, 
recruiting members and helping to establish an executive committee 
for each club. He/she should, as far as possible, make suggestions to 
the executive committee in matters relating to the nature of activities, 
arranging meetings and preparing financial budgets. 
2) Participation 
The ECA advisor should participate in the meetings of school clubs 
and activity groups to give support. He/she should ensure that the 
activity goals are achieved and provide suggestions to the executive 
committee for more effective implementation of the activities. The 
ECA advisor’s participation can raise the morale as well as build up 
a sense of belonging amongst the club members. 
3) Monitoring 
In the course of an activity, the ECA advisor should make sure that 
the members play their respective roles and attend to safety measures 
to protect the participants. He/she should pay particular attention to 
the handling of monetary matters and make sure that the records are 
complete and in good order. The ECA advisor should also remind 
members to conduct regular stock-taking for all assets and facilities 
in order to safeguard the proper use of finances and resources. 
4) Appraisal 
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The ECA advisor is responsible for compiling a list of committee 
members, keeping a record of their participation and appraising their 
performance. If the club has participated in intra-mural or extra-
mural competitions during the school year, the advisor should 
register the results and awards with a view to reporting to the school 
principal or the ECA co-ordinator at the close of the academic year. 
5) Record 
The ECA advisor should, at the end of the activities, file a report that 
may include the theme of the activities, the content of the meetings, 
the list of participating organisers, members and students, a summary 
of income and expenses, and the feedback from the participants. 
The above-mentioned duties fall into the general responsibilities of 
an ECA advisor. However, the points listed are not exhaustive, since 
the duties of an ECA advisor are by nature wide-ranging and 
complex. The school is advised to make adjustments according to its 
own circumstances. As long as the advisor is devoted and flexible, 
students will undoubtedly benefit from their participation in ECA. 
e) The implementation of ECA in Schools 
1) Setting goals 
Since ECA are part of the curriculum to promote life-wide 
learning, they can be seen as a means of accomplishing the goals of 
education. It follows that before carrying out ECA, we should set up 
distinct goals according to the environment of the individual schools 
and the needs of students. These goals should include aspects related 
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to intellectual, physical, social and personality development. After 
the establishment of the goals, appropriate activities should be 
selected, with due consideration paid to the format and content 
which will enable the participants to best achieve these goals. 
Evidently, not only do ECA fulfil the developmental goals of 
students, they also contribute to the growth of the curriculum, school 
and teachers. These are important means to promote cross-curricular 
activities in civic education and moral education, to foster the 
relationship between teachers and students, and to create a 
harmonious school climate. 
2) Manning ECA 
Following the setting of the goals, format and content of the 
activity, suitable personnel should be enlisted to plan and carry out 
the work. These include ECA advisors, teachers, students, alumni, 
voluntary helpers from local community, as well as parents and other 
staff in school (see 4.2). The ECA Co-ordinator should serve as a 
link among the different parties. It is most important of all to train 
the students to organise activities. Not only does this help the 
activity to continue for a longer period, it also develops the students’ 
leadership ability, which remains one of the ECA goals. 
3) The scheme of activities 
This does not simply involve devising activities and following up 
with the recruitment of participants. It also represents a stage in 
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school development that should take into account students’ interests 
and orientations in order to achieve the goals of education. 
4) Establishment of various clubs and groups 
In relation to the set goals of ECA, we can either organise a one-off 
function or achieve the goals through the establishment of regular 
clubs or groups. In general, ECA clubs can be categorised into five 
types, namely, academic, sports, art, interest and social services. 
Depending on the situation of the individual school, the school itself 
may set up a balanced number of clubs. With respect to its 
developmental stage, each club may devise its own activity plan, 
recruitment method, frequency of meetings and activity content. 
Each club may also, according to its own needs, discuss with the 
ECA Co-ordinator how to institute the management of club 
membership (such as admission standard, membership subscription 
and withdrawal), the establishment of committee members, 
subscription fee ,etc.. 
5) Planning and running activities 
Whether or not an activity can be run smoothly depends firstly on a 
comprehensive plan. The plan includes distribution of work, 
timetabling, budgeting and programmes. After completing the job of 
planning, it is necessary to keep the students informed of the activity 
via proper channels. There are several common ways, such as 
bulletins, posters, banners, public announcements, newsletters and 
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personal contacts. In the course of carrying out an activity, attention 
and counselling should be given to the students as appropriate. 
6) Arrangement of an encouraging awards scheme 
One of the important aspects in the implementation of ECA is to 
make them self-rewarding for the participants. To achieve this 
objective, students should first of all be encouraged to take part in 
ECA and to gain experience from the process. Once students have 
been stimulated to try out the activities, they should be further 
motivated to do so by various means. An awards scheme is one of 
the best motivators. 
According to the nature of each activity, awards can comprise praise, 
certificates, merit points, etc. 
7) Problem-solving 
Problems seem to be inevitable in the course of carrying out an 
activity. If one is equipped with problem-solving skills and ready 
with contingency plans, the chance of a problem and any unexpected 
consequences is no doubt minimised. In general, problems can be 
classified as due to poor students’ attitude, inadequate contacts, 
communication problems, and poor time management. These 
problems could in fact be reduced, if not avoided, by looking into the 
students’ needs, working out detailed plans and ensuring close 
communication among all the parties involved, before planning an 
activity. In the long run, ECA should start a snowball effect by 
raising the professionalism of advisors, increasing in-service training 
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for teachers, strengthening the support of both school and parents, 
and creating a harmonious school climate. It is also the ECA 
Adviser’s responsibility to strike a proper balance, to ensure 
effective monitoring and to attend to needs for counselling. 
8) Feedback, evaluation and improvement 
     It will not be possible to evaluate unless goals are established 
(Annex I). Once set, the success of each activity depends on the 
appreciation of its goals. It is essential to know why a goal cannot be 
reached. If an activity is run within a long period of time, one may 
use formative evaluation to examine the planning and 
implementation of the activity quantitatively and qualitatively. 
Quantitative measures include attendance records and activity 
records, whereas qualitative measures include various kinds of 
feedback, like chatting and observations. Other measures, such as 
whether the plan is followed, participants’ responses and a mid-year 
review can also be considered. There should be a summative 
evaluation for each ECA at the end of the school year. The target 
group may include any of the following: participants, observers, 
planners, advisors and non-participants. The purpose of the 
evaluation is to further improve the activity in the long run. Any 
significant information about the conduct of an activity may be 
retained in a data bank for ECA; the keeping of such information, 
will also facilitate long term planning. 
9) Retention and utilisation of records 
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Records must be kept for all activities to serve as future reference. 
The school should also keep for each student an activity record, 
listing in detail the activities the student has joined as well as his/her 
performance. These records will be useful in writing student 
references and recommendations. The ECA Co-ordinator can thus 
make use of these reports to assess the feasibility of new activities or 
to have his/her attention drawn to areas requiring notice. (Education 
Bureau, 2016). 
In conclusion, the extracurricular is an activity that is carried out 
outside school hours, talents and interests, abilities and skills to 
strengthen the student's personality. Extracurricular is still included 
in the school curriculum, in the activities of this ektrakurikuler to be 
set up in charge of coordinar or any ektrakurikuler. In charge of the 
extracurricular taken from a competent teacher in every 
extracurricular activity. 
 
 
6)  The Boarding School. 
a. The definition of Boarding School 
Boarding school is the traditional Islamic educational institutions 
to learn, understand, appreciate and practice the teachings of Islam by 
stressing the importance of religious morals to guide everyday 
behavior. (Dhofier, 1994: 84) 
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The word boarding school comes from the  funduq (Arabic) which 
means the bedroom, dorm or simple homestead, because the cottage is 
as simple shelters of pupils / students are away from their place of 
origin (Zamahsyari Dhofier, 1982: 18). According to Manfred in 
Ziemek (1986) comes from the word boarding students are imbued 
prefix and suffix -an PE, indicating the place, it means the place of the 
students. Sometimes it is also regarded as a combination of the words 
sant (good man) with the syllable tra (prefer), so that said schools can 
mean a fine human education. Meanwhile, according to Geertz 
boarding understanding derived from the Indian language means 
Shastri Hindu scientists who are good at writing, that schools are a 
place for people who are good at reading and writing. He considers 
that the boarding modified from the Hindu (Wahjoetomo, 1997: 70). 
The term of boarding school is a two-term shows one sense. 
Boarding school the meaning It is basically a study of the students, 
while the cottage means the simple dwelling house or made of 
bamboo. In addition, said the cottage may have originated from the 
Arabic Funduq which means hostel. In Java, including Sundanese and 
Madura commonly used terms lodge and boarding, Aceh was at 
boarding known as the term rangkang or menuasa, whereas in 
Minangkabau called surau. Boarding school in Indonesia has a role to 
play large, both for the advancement education of Islam itself as well 
as for Indonesian nation as a whole. Based on records No, religious 
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education activity in the archipelago has been started 1596. religious 
activity is then known as name of Boarding school.  
 In the notes Howard M. Federspiel - one reviewer to Islamization 
in Indonesia, ahead of the 12th century studies centers in Aceh and 
Palembang (Sumatra), in East Java and in Gowa (Sulawesi) has 
generate important writings and has attracted students to learn. In 
general boarding school is defined as an institution education has five 
key elements;  
1) cottage / Boarding: is the place to stay for the students. The cottage 
is at the characteristic and tradition of boarding school and 
distinguish it Another educational system that developed in 
Indonesia,  
2) Mosque: a place to educate the students, especially in practices 
such as prayer, recitation of classic books, cadre clerics, etc,  
3) Teaching the classics: the main goal education in boarding schools,  
4) Santri: a term for students / pupils are studying in boarding school, 
and  
5) Kyai: a leader of the boarding school. The word itself is kyais title 
given to an expert community of Islam who became head of the 
school and teach the scriptures classic. (Pesantren Tradition: 
Zamakhsyari Dhofier, 1982) 
In conclusion, the boarding schools are a means of learning 
learners in learning about the values of islam and the entire Muslim 
religion the study done in one institution. 
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B. Previous Related Study 
    Before the Researcher would begin to discuss about mentor’s strategy 
of Muhadhoroh at the extracurricular program Ta’mirul Islam boarding 
school, The Researcherwould explain some researcher’s as the references for 
the readers in order the reader can investigate the similarity and differences 
between those researches and the research that would be done by the 
researcher. 
The first has been conducted by Abdul Aziz (UIN Sunan Ampel 
Surabaya, 2014). His thesis entitled “Program Pendidikan Keterampilan 
Muhadharah Dalam Meningkatkan Life Skill Siswa SMK NU Lamongan”. In 
this study, the author discusses the muhadharah skills education program in 
improving vocational students NU Life Skill Lamongan. The author uses 
descriptive qualitative approach, in the implementation of the increase in life 
skills students in muhadharah, the first students are introduced to a wide 
variety of theories and techniques, and also to take measures of muhadharah 
skills education, In this case, the school more emphasis and focus on a skill. 
The implementation of the Life Skills students can be increased with a 
marked several indicators, namely the students were able to learn 
independently, creating their own jobs, and increasing student achievement in 
the subject of Islamic Education. 
The second has been conducted by Farihatush Sholihah Laela 
(Universitas Muhammadiyah Suarakarta Solo, 2010). Her thesis entitled 
“Pelaksanaan Pendidikan Muhadhoroh Sebagai Upaya Meningkatkan 
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Percaya diri Siswa (Studi Kasus di SMP Al-Islam Kartasura Tahun Pelajaran 
2010/2011)”. In this case, the author discusses the extracurricular 
Muhadharah activities in junior high school at Al-Islam Kartasura. 
Muhadharah is implemented with the intention that the students had the 
courage to speak in public with confidence. Muhadharah is an educational 
purposes as a proselytizing mission, to train students in order to have the 
ability in terms of public speaking, and can form a mental students. The 
material covers the speech of techniques, materials related to religion, and 
any material that contains about briefing the students about to appear self 
confident.dividing a Smaller groups using the system, and specifically the 
students of class IX distributed into six groups. Submission of manuscripts 
and lecture method of memorization. Methods foster self-confidence of 
students with training / practice Muhadharah, mastery of lectures, briefings 
appear confident, as well as the motivation of students given by teachers 
Muhadharah coaches and other students. Levels of confidence among weaker 
students of class VII to the average down, while the level of confidence 
among eighth grade students on average below average up to the top. 
Equation research that was conducted by Abdul Aziz and Farihatush Sholihah 
Laela by research to be examined by me is equally discuss about 
Muhadhoroh, while the difference for research Abdul Aziz on the program 
Muhadhoroh to improve Life Skill students, while for differences in research 
conducted by sister namely Farihatush Sholihah Laela, to improve self-
esteemofstudents. 
     The researchers did a study that the "Mentor's strategy of Muhadhoroh at 
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the Extracurricular program Ta'mirul Islamic boarding school in the academic 
year 2016/2017 . The Researcher strategies  try to uncover what is being done 
by mentor in the activities and what are purpose of any Muhadhoroh obtained 
from these activities. 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. The Research Design 
In this research, the reseacher uses a qualitative research which is 
employs descriptive method. Bodgan and Taylor in Moleong (2007:3) 
state that qualitative methodology refers to the research procedure which 
brings about descriptive data in the form of written or spoken words and 
behavior available to be examine” Qualitative research as a research which 
investigates the quality of relationships, activities, situations, or materials 
in a particular activity or situation. 
Hadi (1993:14) describes, “The are many procedures in employing 
qualitative descriptive method. The reseacher collects the data, then 
classified them, and finally draws conclusion the data”. In this research, 
the reseacher uses the same procedures, collecting the data about address 
terms, and the classifying them, finally the reseacher draws the conclusion. 
But in qualitattive method, the researcher only describes the object without 
drawing the conclusion for the groups which are analyzed. 
 
B. Data and Source of Data 
The researcher collected the data from the kinds of sources as follow: 
1. Events 
The event is in the form of intructional process that happened in 
the  classes and other activities which is related to the research. 
2. Informants 
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       The informants are those who determine the quality of Mentor’s 
strategy and learning process in Ta’mirul Islam Boarding school 
Surakarta. The informants are Five Muhadhoroh’s Mentor and 30 
learners. 
 
 
3. Documents 
The document in this research involve written information about 
the Mentor’s strategy and learning process in Ta’mirul Islam Boarding 
school Surakarta. The examples of the documents are the interview 
with the mentors and field notes of observation. 
 
C. The Research Setting 
1. Place of Research 
       The research was conducted at Ta’mirul Islam Boarding School 
Surakarta. This school is one of the islamic boarding schools in Solo. 
It is located at Surakarta. The object of this research was the Islamic 
student Muhadhoroh’s club in 2016/2017 Academic Year. 
2. Time of Research 
                            The reseacher held the research on April-Mei 2017. The 
activities were begun by proposing design of research, then pre-
survey, reviewing literature, developing instrument, collecting and 
analysis the data, report writing, and submitting the document. 
 
D. The Subject of The Study 
        In this research, the Subject is Mentor Muhadhoroh and Islamic 
students in Ta’mirul Islam Boarding school Surakarta Solo. Mentor 
Muhadhoroh guide learners in the muhadhoroh program. The Researcher  
takes 5 mentors  at once all Islamic students as supporting object of data at  
I Group of Ta’mirul Islam boarding school. The number of learners in I 
Group is 30 students by participating in extracurricular. 
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E. The Technique of Collecting Data 
       The technique of data collection which were used in this research were 
in the form of observation, interview, and document analysis. 
 
 
1. Observation 
       Observation of the participants in the context of a natural setting 
is the classic form in field research. Observation is used to describe 
the natural, activities, people, and meaning of what is observed from 
the perspective of the participants. The observation was carried out on 
the instuctional process and several activities occuring outside the 
classroom related to the teaching supervition and its effects on the 
quality of  learning process. In this researcher did not manipulate the 
setting and took place as the passive participant. In this case the 
Researcher observes the strategy used and the purpose of the mentor’s 
strategy in the Muhadharah program. 
2. Interview 
       Ary (2010: 217) state Interview occurs when researchers ask one 
or more participants general, open-ended questions and record their 
questions. The Researcher then transcribes and types the data into a 
computer file for analysis. 
The interview was conducted to those who participate in the 
teaching supervision and the students. It Namely the mentors and 
learners are involved in the activities of the muhadharah. This 
interview activity discusses the strategy used and everything contained 
in the program of the muhadharah. They were taken as the sample of 
this research. In taking the sample, the researcher used purposive 
sampling technique. So, the sample would consist of the Mentor and 
some Islamic students in Ta’mirul Islam Boarding School. 
3. Documents Analysis. 
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       Donal Ary, Lucy Cheser Jacobs & Chris Sorensen (2010: 
223) states that written documents are sources of research, which 
often have important role in qualitative research. Thus, the document 
is used in a research because it has many advantages:they provide the 
advantage of being in the language and words of participants. 
document analysis was carried out to select the documents related to 
the teaching learning strategis. The researcher analyzed the written 
document coming from the field notes of interview, field notes of 
observation, and mentor’s muhadhoroh book. 
 
F. The Technique of Analysis Data 
Technique of analysis data is using descriptive qualitative method. The 
researcher used an interactive model of analysis involving collecting the 
data, reducing the data, and presenting the data and also drawing 
conclusion (Miles & Huberman in Sutopo, 2002: 95). These steps must be 
taken systematically. It means that reducing the data is the starting point to 
analyzing the data. Then, the researcher presents the data scientifically and 
logically so that every event occurring  in this research is clear. Scientific 
means that the researcher must be able to process the facts in systematical 
and methodical way. Logical means the researcher has to think sensibly 
and come to rational rather than emotional conclusion. In the end of 
collecting the data, the researcher tries to verify the data based on data 
reduction and presentation. 
1. Reducing the data 
In order to answer the research question, data from classroom 
observation, interview, and document analysis are analyzed. In this 
research, the researcher did not use all of the obtained data. In 
reducing the data, the researcher focused, selected, simplified, and 
abstracted the data from the field note. 
2. Presenting the data 
 In this step, all of the selected data was presented in the form of 
description or narration. As the second steps in analyzing the data, this 
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technique is used in arranging the information, description, or 
narration to draw the conclusion. This step led the researcher to draw 
the conclusion of the research. By presenting the data, the researcher 
considered what he should do; he could analyze or take the other 
action based on his understanding. 
 
 
3. Drawing conclusion 
The last step in analyzing data was drawing conclusion. In drawing 
conclusion, the writer tended to formulate the data and his 
interpretation. The writer was not only supposed to write up what he 
seen on the field, but also his interpretation of the observation. 
 
G. Trustworthiness of Data. 
 This research was conducted by applying qualitative research, 
therefore, it concerned with the trustworthiness of the data that have been 
collected in the field. According to Moleong (2007:321), trustworthiness 
might be defined as a situation that must demonstrate the right value, 
provide the basic understanding to be implemented and allow external 
decision that can influence the consistency from its procedure and 
neutrality of the findings and decision. Credibility, transferability, 
dependability, and confirm ability are the criterion of trustworthiness of 
the data in qualitative research. 
      In Conducting the research, the researcher tried to get 
trustworthiness of the data collected by meeting all of its criteria. 
Credibility means the researcher has to seek relationship or compatibility 
between the finding and the data collected. Then, the data collected from 
the field should be transferable so that it could be applied in different 
context and respondents. In dependability, all the findings collected should 
be able to provide the evidence that can be imitated in the same or similar 
respondents in the same or similar context.  
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 In taking the data, the researcher began with checking the 
trustworthiness from the information collected on the field. It was done by 
asking some other participants and English tutors . Therefore, the data 
could be used as the basis in drawing the conclusion.  
Confirmation ability might be regarded as the effort to avoid biases 
of the finding collected by the researcher. At last, the findings obtained 
from the field are objective, trustworthy, factual and confirmable. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents several points that answer the problem of this 
research.The research focuses on analysis about two term. The first analysis is 
about the Mentor’s strategy in Speech (Muhadharah) training at the 
extracurricular program Ta’mirul Islam boarding school. The second is the 
purpose of the Mentor’s Strategy. 
A. Research finding. 
Based on the observation which has been done by the writer during the 
Muhadhoroh program, He found some finding. The finding of the writer 
concerning the Mentor’s strategy in Speech  (Muhadharah) Training at the 
extracurricular program Ta’mirul Islam boarding school in the academic year 
2016/2017 as summarized in the previous table are discussed in the following: 
1. The Mentor’s strategy of Muhadharah at the extracurricular program. 
Based on the data of the observations and interviews which done 
by the Researcher, the mentor’s strategy of Muhadharah can be 
differentiated into several points. They are: a) Amtsilah, b) Shuna’ah, 
c)Jam’i, d) Taftis, e) Imdho’ & Khotamun,  f) Isti’dadan, g) Taujih, h) 
Taqyimun. 
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“tentu saja masih saja seperti yang dulu mas, kan kegiatan ini kan 
berkesinambung trus. They are: a) Amtsilah, b) Shuna’ah, c) Jam’i, 
d) Taftis, e) Imdho’ & Khotamun, f) Isti’dadan, g) Taujih, h) 
Taqyimun.” 
 (Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on april 13th 2017). 
.  
 
a) Amtsilah. 
From the interview above, mentor courses before teaching to 
learners of any activity it certainly provided an example in advance so 
that learners are not confused in these activities. Due to the existence of 
this example, 
 “Amtsilah adalah kata dari bahasa arab dengan bentuk jama’dari 
matsala-yamtsilu yang berarti contoh. kan contoh adalah suatu 
demonstrasi dengan tujuan memberitahu seseorang tentang 
bagaimana sebuah tugas atau pekerjaan dilakukan atau 
dikerjakan. Umat islam jikalau mengerjakan ibadah seperti tata 
cara sholat, puasa, zakat, haji dan ibadah lainnya, itu semua 
bermula dari contoh dan yang pemberi contoh atas kegiatan 
ibadah itu adalah Rasulullah S.A.W. Rasulullah mendapatkan 
semua itu bukan dari dirinya sendiri tapi dari sang khaliq yaitu 
Allah S.W.T, ialah yang mengatur juga membuat apa saja yang 
akan dilakukan oleh seluruh umat manusia. Tak serta merta Allah 
langsung memberikan contoh langsung kepada nabi tapi melalui 
firman-Nya berupa ayat Al-quran dengan perantara malaikat 
Jibril. Maka sebagai suri tauladan kita, Rasulullah membimbing 
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umatnya agar tak tersesat dari jalan yang menyesatkan. Maka dari 
itu, sebelum mengajarkan kepada peserta didiknya kegiatan 
apapun itu pasti disediakan sebuah contoh terlebih dahulu supaya 
peserta didik tidak kebingungan dalam kegiatan tersebut. Karena 
dengan adanya contoh ini, peserta didik mempunyai gambaran 
tentang apa saja yang ia akan lakukan dalam pembuatan teks dan 
penampilan bagaimana yang akan ditunjukkan”. 
(Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on april 14th 2017). 
learners have an idea of what they would do in making the text and 
the appearance of what will be shown. 
1. opening activity 
Before learners perform on stage, mentor  provides 
examples (Amtsilah). Learners gathered in the halls of the lodge to 
listen to the example is given by the mentor 
2. Core activities 
Mentor  provides  two stages in this Amstilah, the first one 
is about the way of making the text of speeches and the second on 
the procedures in the speech is good and right. In this case the 
mentor provides a book in which there are procedures for 
captioning. Example captioning text here has a purpose for that 
learners have matter what will be delivered, in which mentors 
provide some text muhadhoroh muhadhoroh which it was 
designed, of course, it is already on the leadership of the previous 
cottage. Mentor here duty to convey to learners in order to carry 
out these activities run smoothly and according to the rules of the 
leadership of the lodge. In writing the text of the learners have to 
pay attention to the structures of writing text to speech and what 
things should be considered, and its structures writing of the text 
consists of: a. The opening section of text. which contains about: 
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first Inviting the audience sholawat together to Allah and to the 
Messenger. "Innalhamdalillah nahmaduhu wanashta'inuhu 
wanastaghfiruh wana'udzubillahi min syururi anfusina 
waminsayyiati 'amalinaa man falaa mudillalah yahdihillahu 
Waman yudhilhu falaa haadiyalah asyhaduallaa ASYHADU anna 
wa ila haillaahu muhammmadan' laa warasuuluhu abduhu nabiyau 
walaa rasuula ba'dah". Inviting the audience first bersholawat 
together to Allah and to the Messenger. "Innalhamdalillah 
nahmaduhu wanashta'inuhu wanastaghfiruh wana'udzubillahi min 
syururi anfusina waminsayyiati 'amalinaa man falaa mudillalah 
yahdihillahu Waman yudhilhu falaa haadiyalah asyhaduallaa 
ASYHADU anna wa ila haillaahu muhammmadan' laa 
warasuuluhu abduhu nabiyau walaa rasuula ba'dah". Inviting the 
audience first bersholawat together to Allah and to the Messenger. 
"Innalhamdalillah nahmaduhu wanashta'inuhu wanastaghfiruh 
wana'udzubillahi min syururi anfusina waminsayyiati 'amalinaa 
man falaa mudillalah yahdihillahu Waman yudhilhu falaa 
haadiyalah asyhaduallaa ASYHADU anna wa ila haillaahu 
muhammmadan' laa warasuuluhu abduhu nabiyau walaa rasuula 
ba'dah". 
The second: a tribute speech to the audience. 
 "I respect the father led the cottage, which honored the director of 
KMI's son, who valued part Osti teaching, and I love all the 
attendees who are present at this time." 
The third: gratitude to God and Rasulullah SAW example: "First of 
all, let us pray worship and praise Allah SWT who has given the 
grace and guidance of His to us all, so we can get together place 
that noble nan blessed this. Second time sholawat and do not forget 
we give greetings to the great prophet Muhammad SAW. Which on 
the struggle we can feel the blessings of Islam, and freed from the 
days of darkness and ignorance, and finally we are in an age that is 
bright as it is today. Third time not forget me say thanks to the host 
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for giving me the opportunity to speak in front of all of you. My 
establishment here I want to say a few words which I have entitled 
Inshallah ... 
And the fourth part of the contents of the speech text. which 
includes the title and the material to be delivered, along with the 
arguments naqli (proposition derived from the Qur'an and hadith) 
and also the arguments of aqli (proposition derived from a deal 
thought the scholars). 
The fifth and final part of the closing speeches. namely including 
gratitude be standing here about to give, teach science through 
speech and thanking the audience and who are willing to be present 
and the presence of speech in a speech to apologize if there had 
been a mistake. 
"Maybe so first of my speech is no harm if it is possible from my 
own if there is some truth perhaps it comes from God alone." 
  Then Mentors also add things that need to be considered in 
writing the text of the speech including the following: a. 
Appropriateness of the contents to the topic. In writing the text of 
the speech of the most serious concern is the content of the topic, 
the two must happen synchronization should not turn jauh.b. The 
structure of the contents of the speech. in the text of a speech 
should be noted also the composition of how the speech was made, 
which has been given as an example by the mentor. c. Spoken word 
choice. Adjustment of the right word should also be a focus of 
learners. d. EYD (spelling enhanced). EYD include: The use of the 
letters, use of capital letters and italics, writing the word 
abbreviations and acronyms, digits and symbols of numbers, 
writing absorption elements Use punctuation, general guidelines 
phraseology, style of language, writing text to speech least 4 
advance to book. e. In a speech writing is the students are free to 
choose and create their own text, but as long as it is still in ringkup 
theory by mentor. So in writing at least 4 advance speech text 
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books, as less of the learners are asked to repeat the text of the 
speech that has been collected. 
Mentors appoint senior students to move forward giving 
Amtsilah about how to make a speech as well as any technique in 
speech. Examples of speech technique. In this technique, a mentor 
divide by 2 phases: The first phase of the preparation phase and the 
second phase of Speech. Here's his review: Preparation Phase: 
First: Make a good speech. A good concept is coherent and 
mutually sustainable. Make the core of the speech to be conveyed 
(to avoid repetition of material). After that developed by adding a 
bit of humor and stories or personal stories that are relevant to the 
topic of the speech. This method is effective to suppress feelings of 
nervousness and being able to remind us of the sequence of speech 
material. second: Practice in front of the glass. If you've mastered 
the entire content of the speech, practice in the glass with 
expression and intonation (rise and fall of sound pressure) as if it 
were in front of the crowd. Third: Find References. Seek references 
from any speech and learn how great people addressed the crowd. 
Learn expression, style and intonation. Fourth: Environmental 
Notice and Audience. If you use a microphone, notice if the 
volume is loud or not. It would later determine the attitude, in front 
did need a little bit closer to the mic or not. If our voice is small 
and too far away from the microphone, of course we have a half 
shout to be heard clearly by the audience, it will drain our energy 
and affect control of the rhythm of the breath. In addition, identify 
the Audience, if already in public (community) to ask the 
committee prepared only important guests are present. Whether the 
relevant person or represented. fifth: Relaxation. Do relaxation in a 
way that we used to do. Habits that as Muslims, always pronounce 
the following pronunciations repeatedly before the speech: "Robbis 
syrohli sodri yas sirli amri wa wah lul 'uqdatam billisani yafkohu 
qouli." 
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Speech phases: first: Begin with a smile. Start with a smile 
and a sufficient breath and then remove the first word in a tone that 
is convincing. Our smile will not only make us more relaxed, but 
also makes the audience feel relieved to see we are not nervous. 
second: Audience Greet. After opening, greet the audience by 
starting an important invited guests, and followed by greetings to 
the entire audience. Third: Do not Be visible nervousness you. 
Some people may apologized for his nervousness while giving a 
speech. This is not only important not to be delivered, it also 
affects the tension in the audience for fear we would make a 
mistake caused by nervousness that we feel. Fourth: Stand with 
authoritative. Our appearance on the stage, including how we stand 
greatly affect the audience ratings. Stand upright with an 
authoritative attitude and pleasing to the eye. fifth: Intonation and 
Articulation Control. Up and down the sound pressure (intonation) 
and clarity in pronouncing the word (articulation) at the time of 
speech is very important to make the audience stay awake listening 
to their concentration in our speech. Note sixth time. Interesting 
speech could turn out to be boring if we do not watch the clock. 
Make a concise speech, unbiased and core of speeches delivered. 
So, if the allotted time is up, you should immediately finalize the 
content of our speech. Up and down the sound pressure 
(intonation) and clarity in pronouncing the word (articulation) at 
the time of speech is very important to make the audience stay 
awake listening to their concentration in our speech. Note sixth 
time. Interesting speech could turn out to be boring if we do not 
watch the clock. Make a concise speech, unbiased and core of 
speeches delivered. So, if the allotted time is up, you should 
immediately finalize the content of our speech. Up and down the 
sound pressure (intonation) and clarity in pronouncing the word 
(articulation) at the time of speech is very important to make the 
audience stay awake listening to their concentration in our speech. 
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Note sixth time. Interesting speech could turn out to be boring if 
we do not watch the clock. Make a concise speech, unbiased and 
core of speeches delivered. So, if the allotted time is up, you 
should immediately finalize the content of our speech. lists and the 
core of speeches delivered. So, if the allotted time is up, you 
should immediately finalize the content of our speech. lists and the 
core of speeches delivered. So, if the allotted time is up, you 
should immediately finalize the content of our speech. 
3. Closing activity. 
Mentors convey some of the above examples, mentors 
instruct learners to ask if there were not already clear question and 
all the activities have been completed. 
B. Shuna'ah. 
  Based on the interview and observation with Muhadhoroh Mentor 
by asking question around that muhadharah activity on April 15th 2017,  In 
the next strategy is making 
 “Kata Shuna’ah adalah kata yang diambil dari bahasa arab dari 
shona’a-yasna’u-shuna’ah artinya pembuatan. Dalam 
muhadhoroh Ia harus menyesuaikan bahasanya, ada  3 bahasa 
dalam pidato, yaitu pidato bahasa Inggris, Bahasa Arab dan 
bahasa indonesia. waktu pelaksanaannya dibagi 3 waktu, Pidato 
bahasa inggris yaitu pada hari ahad setelah sholat dhuhur yaitu 
jam 13.00 siang, pidato bahasa arab hari kamis siang yaitu setelah 
sholat dhuhur pada pukul 13.00 siang dan bahasa indonesia pada 
hari minggu malam yaitu pada pukul 19.30 sehabis sholat isya’. 
Dalam strategi kedua ini peserta didik dituntut untuk 
mengaplikasikan dari beberapa contoh yang telah dipaparkan 
diatas (strategi pertama) dengan seksama mulai dari tata cara 
penulisan teks pidato yang benar sampai dengan tehnik berpidato 
yang baik dan benar. Hal-hal yang perlu diperhatikan dalam 
membuat teks pidato sebagai berikut : Peserta didik dituntut untuk 
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membuat teks tersebut dalam buku tulisnya atau buku khusus untuk 
muhadhoroh. 
(Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on April 15th 2017). 
 
 
1. Opening activity. 
In this second strategy mentors instruct to learners are 
required to apply of several examples that have been described 
above (first strategy) carefully from the manner of writing text to 
speech is right up with good technique and correct speech 
2. Core activity 
Mentors instructed to make the text. Mentors Give some 
things to consider. A Things that need to be considered in making 
the speech text as follows : a. Learners are required to make the 
text of the book or books he wrote specifically for muhadhoroh. 
Indeed, for new students is class 1 KMI & 1 takhosus (intensive) 
they may use any book like notebooks. whereas for students who 
stay long dorm starting grade 2 to grade 5 and 3 takhosus KMI 
compulsory wearing of books that have been unified by the mentor 
in order in such activities can be more formal and more serious 
learners to practice the speech. (see attachment). b. learners are 
required to make a speech or text muhadhoroh least 4 face book. 4 
face it consists of: face first book specifically for the opening, the 
second and third book advance for the content of the speech are : 
title and text content of speech that is still associated with the title, 
the third book advance on closing greeting. That apology and 
greetings. c. Learners are free to take the example of mentors on 
the opening of his speech or there is more variation on the opening, 
for example by rhyme and a little story about the struggle of the 
Prophet and so forth. And for the core part of the speech of 
students should not be the same as the example mentor above, 
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learners can take the reference material or material for speech to 
text book examples of speech, that  many in the market as well as 
from magazines, newspapers, books in the library cottage and so 
long as it is still in an obvious source. d. In making the text the 
students are free to choose any theme that will be presented and the 
students are free to develop variations on the text would be given 
any funny stories for example, a limerick, and others as long as it is 
still in themes scope that will be delivered. It aims to generate or 
raise the creativity of learners. e. Captioning for learners are given 
a period of 7 days in the process of making the schedule after it 
was announced. In the time frame that learners process the material 
to be poured into the text. It aims to generate or raise the creativity 
of learners. e. Captioning for learners are given a period of 7 days 
in the process of making the schedule after it was announced. In 
the timeframe that learners process the material to be poured into 
the text. It aims to generate or raise the creativity of learners. e. 
Captioning for learners are given a period of 7 days in the process 
of making the schedule after it was announced. In the timeframe 
that learners process the material to be poured into the text. 
Both mentor describes the benefits of writing the text. The 
benefits of writing text to speech from a mentor: Train thinking 
orderly and organized for writing speeches have to follow the way 
of writing that has been prescribed certain procedures, methods and 
techniques, rules / rules standard, served regularly, cascading and 
orderly, English communicative science has a requirement to be 
clear / must be meaningful single should not be ambiguous, we can 
write the text according to the systematics of writing is good and 
right, we will be able to cope with the material to be delivered in 
the speech, by writing we will be better prepared and will increase 
confidence, to write each what we deliver has been well-thought, 
so there is no material left behind. 
3. Closing activity. 
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After such a mentors instructed above, learners are asked to 
create text on instruction from mentors example and learners are 
given 7 days to manufacture. 
C. Jam'i. 
Based on the interview and observation with Muhadharah Mentor, 
the next strategy is Jam’i. 
 “Jam’i itu kata yang berasal dari bahasa arab yang berarti 
pengumpulan. Setelah pembuatan teks selesai,  hari terakhir dalam 
kurung waktu 7 hari dari tanggal diumumkannya tugas pembuatan 
tersebut. peserta didik diarahkan oleh mentor untuk mengumpulkan 
hasil teks yang sudah mereka buat kepada mentor pengampu 
dalam setiap kelompok. Mentor pengampu kelompok berjumlah 3 
orang dalam setiap kelompok. Mentor pengampu adalah mentor 
yang berfokus mendampingi para peserta didik dalam setiap 
kelompok, mentor pengampu juga dari kelas 5 KMI. Dalam proses 
ini mentor pengampu kelompok, kemudian mengumpulkan kepada 
mentor pusat atau dalam pondok dinamakan qismu’ ta’lim yang 
artinya bagian pengajaran OSTI (Organisasi Santri Ta’mirul 
Islam)”. 
(Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on april 15th 2017). 
1. Opening activity. 
After making a complete text, the last day in the brackets within 
7 days from the date of announcement of the making tasks, mentors 
instruct learners to collect the texts they have created to responsible 
mentors in each group. 
2. Core activity. 
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After making a complete text, the last day in the brackets 
within 7 days from the date of announcement of the making tasks, 
learners are guided by a mentor to collect the texts they have created 
to responsible mentors in each group. 
Responsible mentors in each group of 2 people in each group. 
Responsible mentors in each group is a mentor focus to accompany 
the students in each group, mentor in charge of group also of class 6 
KMI. 
3. Closing activity 
In this process responsible mentors in each group, then gather 
to mentor the center or in the cottage called qismu 'ta'lim which means 
teaching part of OSTI (Ta'mirul Islamic Students Organization). 
D. Taftis. 
Based on the interview and observation on April 16th 2017 with 
Muhadharah Mentors. The next strategy is Taftis. 
 “Begini mas. Kata Taftis adalah kata yang diambil dari bahasa 
arab dari Fattasa-saftisu-taftis yang artinya pengoreksian. Makna 
Mengoreksi adalah suatu proses memeriksa, memperbaiki, 
membenarkan dari kesalahan. Dalam proses ini mentor dengan 
dibantu oleh mentor pengampu perkelompok mengoreksi teks satu 
persatu yang telah dibuat oleh peserta didik dengan seksama, tentu 
saja dalam pelaksanaan pengoreksian ini, mentor perpengalaman 
dalam bidangnya lah yang ditunjuk. Mentor yang berpengalaman 
itu tentulah santriwan kelas 5 kmi yang mana sudah marang 
melintang dalam proses muhadharah. Proses pengoreksiaan ini 
bukan semerta-merta langsung dibaca sekilas, tetapi mentor 
mengoreksi dengan amat sangat cermat dan teliti, dari pembukaan 
hingga salam penutupan dari sebuah teks yang telah dibuat oleh 
peserta didik. Hal –hal yang diperhatikan mentor dalam 
pengoreksiaan text yaitu :1. Bagian pembukaan pidato. Dalam 
bagian ini mentor melihat dan menganalisis apakah ada kalimat 
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yang kurang dalam pembukaan tersebut dan menyesuaiannya 
dengan contoh yang telah disediakan. 2. Bagian Inti pidato. Dalam 
hal ini mentor melihat dengan cermat apakah judul dan teks ada 
sinkronisasi ataukah tidak. 3. Bagian penutup pidato. Bagian ini 
mengidentifikasikan bagaimanakah cara peserta didik membuat 
penututupan yang sesuai dengan kaidah,contoh ataukah tidak. 4. 
Kesesuaian isi dengan topik. Dalam ini mentor menganalisis 
tentang apakah isi yang dibuat jauh dari topik atau kah tidak. 5. 
Struktur isi pidato. Bagian yang mengidentifikasikan apakah 
peserta didik sudah runtut dalam penyususunan bagian-bagian 
dalam pidato ataukah belum. 6. Pilihan kata yang dipakai. Dalam 
hal ini mentor menganalisis tentang kata-kata yang dipakai dalam 
pembuatan teks. 7. EYD (ejaan yang disempurnakan). Mentor 
menyesuaikan teks dengan kaidah yang berlaku dalam EYD. 8. 
Mentor memperhatikan tentang teks pidato minimal 4 muka buku. 
Mentor memberikan minimal 4 muka buku untuk keseluruhan teks 
dari pembukaan hingga bagian penutupan. Jikalau ini belum 
terpenuhi, peserta didik disuruh untuk mengulang kembali teks 
yang telah dibuat dan yang telah diberikan kepada bagian 
pengajaran atau mentor pusat, agar nantinya dalam kegiatan 
muhadhoroh berlangsung tidak terdapat cacat sedikitpun dalam 
teksnya dan sesuai kaidah yang berlaku dari pimpinan pondok. 
(Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on april 16th 2017). 
Correction meaning is a process of checking, fixing, confirmed 
from error. Opening  activity. 
Assisted by a responsible mentors in each group corrected text 
one by one that was created by learners carefully, of course, in the 
implementation of this correction, landlubber mentor in the art that 
was asked. Experienced mentor was certainly from Student  of six 
KMI which is already in the process muhadhoroh. 
1. Core activity. 
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Taftis process is not necessarily directly read at a glance, but a 
mentor corrected very, very carefully and thoroughly, from the 
opening to the closing of a text greeting that was created by learners. 
The things to consider Taftis mentor in the text are: a. Part opening 
speech. In this section mentor to view and analyze whether there is a 
sentence in the opening and to adjust with examples provided. b. The 
core parts of speech. In this case the mentor looks carefully whether 
the title and the text is no synchronization or not. c. Sections 
peroration. This section identifies how learners make appropriate 
closure to Kaida and samples or not. d. Appropriateness of the 
contents to the topic. This mentor in analyzing whether the contents 
are made away from the topic, or does not. e. The structure of the 
contents of the speech. Section which identifies whether learners 
already coherently in preparation portions in the speech or not. f. 
Spoken word choice. In this case the mentor analyzed words used in 
the manufacture of the text. g. EYD (spelling enhanced). Mentors 
customize the text with the rules applicable in the EYD. h. Mentors 
notice of at least 4 advance speech text books. Mentors provide a 
minimum of 4 advance to book for the entire text of the opening until 
the closing. In this case the mentor analyzed words used in the 
manufacture of the text. g. EYD (spelling enhanced). Mentors 
customize the text with the rules applicable in the EYD. h. Mentors 
notice of at least 4 advance speech text books. Mentors provide a 
minimum of 4 advance to book for the entire text of the opening until 
the closing. In this case the mentor analyzed words used in the 
manufacture of the text. g. EYD (spelling enhanced). Mentors 
customize the text with the rules applicable in the EYD. h. Mentors 
notice of at least 4 advance speech text books. Mentors provide a 
minimum of 4 advance to book for the entire text of the opening until 
the closing. 
2. closing activity 
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Mentors instructed learners to meet all the above criteria. But if 
not met, learners are asked to repeat the text that has been made and 
which has been given to the teaching or mentor central part, so that 
later in muhadhoroh activities take place there are no defects at all in 
the text and according to the rules applicable from the leadership of 
the lodge. 
E. Imdho’ & Khotamun. 
After exhausting strategy that the Taftis phase is completed, the 
next strategy is the provision of Imdho '. Based on the interview and 
observation on april 16th 2017 with Muhadhoroh Mentor by asking 
question around that muhadharah activity. 
“Imdho’itu kata yang berasal dari bahasa arab yang artinya tanda 
tangan. Makna tanda tangan ialah tanda sebagai lambang nama 
yang dituliskan dengan tangan oleh orang itu sendiri sebagai 
penanda pribadi. Dalam kehidupan sehari-hari, kita mengenali 
seseorang baik itu dalam ringkup keluarga, masyarakat,melalui 
suatu bentuk panggilan yaitu sebuah nama ia kan mas, dan tanda 
tangan yang merupakan abstraksi dari jati diri seseorang, jadi 
ketika orang memberikan tanda tangannnya dengan tulisan, ia 
akan mempunyai hubungan dengan tulisan tersebut. Dalam proses 
penandatangan ini bukan sembarangan, bahwa mentor yang 
memberikan tanda tangan mempunyai hubungan yang erat dengan 
teks penulisan yang ditulis oleh peserta didik tersebut, dengan ini 
mentor yang memberikan tanda tangannnya mempunyai tanggung 
jawab besar dan siap mempertanggung jawabkan apa yang telah 
ditandatanganinya”. 
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(Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on april 16th 2017). 
 
1. opening activity. 
Once learners collect from the making of the text, mentors 
instruct to responsible mentors in each group to rectify them. 
2. Core activities. 
In the process of correcting the text Muhadhoroh, mentors 
provide the conditions to responsible mentors in each group including 
the following: Terms which already allowed the signature: Mentors 
center have agreed that the text of the learners was worth it for the 
signature, has been selected from responsible mentors in each group 
taking into account the things that have been mentioned above earlier 
taftis strategy, the writing is not too many mistakes in the writing of 
the materials or use of the word. 
3. Closing activities 
Responsible mentors in each group who have provided 
signatures (imdho ') to provide khotamun. Khotamun is the Arabic 
word which means a seal. Seals awarded when all requirements have 
been met, of course stamp from central mentor is qismu 'Osti teaching 
study groups or sections, which have been designed in an official 
stamp with the emblem of the teaching section. Seals here gives the 
impression that the text made it had official permission from a 
responsible mentors in each group and center mentor. 
Khotamun adalah  kata bahasa arab yang berarti stempel. Stempel 
diberikan ketika semua persyaratan telah terpenuhi,  stempel disini 
tentunanya stempel dari mentor pusat yaitu qismu’ ta’lim atau 
bagian pengajaran OSTI, yang mana stempel ini sudah didesain 
resmi dengan lambang bagian pengajaran. Stempel disini 
memberikan kesan bahwa teks yang dibuat itu sudah mengantongi 
izin resmi dari mentor perkelompok dan mentor pusat. 
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(Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on april 16th 2017). 
F. Isti’dadan. 
Based on the interview and observation on april 23th 2017 with 
Muhadhoroh Mentor, the next strategy is Isti’dadan. 
 “Isti’dadan adalah kata dari bahasa arab yang berbentuk masdar 
yang berarti persiapan. Dalam strategi yang sebelumnya selesai, 
dilanjutkan dengan strategi bahwa mentor mengintruksikan kepada 
peserta didik yang telah ditanda tangani (imdho’) dan diberi 
stempel (khotamun) buku teks pidatonya, peserta didik tersebut 
dituntut mempersiapkan diri mereka  untuk maju keatas panggung. 
Dalam persiapan ini peserta didik diberi waktu kurang lebih 7 hari 
sebelum masuk ataupun menuju keatas panggung. Memang dalam 
waktu tersebut terlihat sangat lama, tetapi dengan kesibukan diluar 
muhadhoroh yang amat sangat banyak, maka para peserta didik 
harus memanfaatkan waktu juga bisa membagi waktu dengan 
sebaik-baiknya”. 
(Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on april 23th 2017).  
1. Opening activity. 
In the previous strategy was completed, followed by strategy 
Isti'dadan that the mentors instructed the students who have signed 
(imdho ') and stamped (khotamun) textbook speech, the students 
are required to prepare themselves to go forward on stage.  
2. Core activity. 
In this preparation, the mentors instructed learners are given 
less than 7 days before admission, or head up the stage. Indeed, in 
this time looks very old, but with the bustle outside muhadhoroh 
very, very much, then the students should take advantage of the 
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time also able to share time with the best. In brackets the time, the 
mentors provide the things that need to be prepared learners are: 
first: Memorizing the text. Second: Before the entrance and headed 
on stage, a mentors instruct learners in order to memorize the text 
that they have created and have been given a signature and stamp. 
Third: gestures and body movements. In addition the students are 
required to memorize text, learners are also instructed to do the 
exercises how to greet using hands, and other body movements. for 
example: when addressing the hand must be unlocked and played 
in front of the chest back and forth according text spoken speech. 
Fourth: The clothes will be used. In speech feels incomplete if it 
does not appear in full or maximum. In terms of dressing also have 
to adjust the language to be displayed. As if Indonesian wear 
traditional clothes from indonesia or imitate the scholars or 
preachers from Indonesia, English wearing a coat that signifies that 
Westerners in suits when they do a speech and arabic language 
wear traditional clothes with turban tied around the head and 
gloves for underling gamis length of the body to the legs. Indeed, 
by dressing as it would lead to a different taste and atmosphere 
inside, Immediately we get carried away by the atmosphere or the 
clothes we wear. Fifth: Practicing examples. Learners are required 
to carry out various examples of previous exposure to mentor, from 
techniques which include the preparation phase until the phase of 
speech as well as what to do on stage. Due to the overall practice 
examples which have been taught or given earlier, learners are 
better prepared and not nervous anymore to go on stage. 
3. Closing activity. 
  After doing the above preparations, the students were 
instructed by the mentors to maintain health before appearing on 
stage. 
G. Taujih 
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Based on the interview and observation on april 23th 2017 with 
Muhadhoroh Mentor, the next strategy is Taujih. 
 “Taujih adalah kata yang berasal dari bahasa Arab yang berarti 
bimbingan. Dalam strategi Taujih ini peserta didik dibagi dalam 
beberapa kelompok, dalam setiap kelompok berjumlah 20 orang, 
semua kelas terdapat didalamnya terdiri dari kelas 1 sampai kelas 
4 KMI &1,3 takhosus serta 2 orang dari kelas 5 KMI yang 
bertindak sebagai mentor pengampu kelompok. 
(Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on april 23th 2017). 
1. Opening activity. 
In taujih strategy mentor instructed the students to divided into 
several groups, within each group of 40 people, all of the classes 
contained therein consisted of grade 1 to grade 5 KMI and 1.3 
takhosus and 2 of grade 6 KMI as a responsible mentors in each group. 
2. Core activitiy. 
responsible mentors in each group instructed all students to grade 
made leter U (order table is created and shaped like the letter U), amid 
given one table for the appearance of learners who would appear to be 
a speaker. After that, the chalkboard by writing about the order of 
events. And writing to the arrangement of the show consists of: 
Opening (Al iftitah), reading verses of the Koran (Qur'an Qiro'atul), 
look orators (Al-Khutbatul mimbariyyah), Entertainment (At-
Tasliyyah), announcement (I ' laanat), Cover (Al-Iftitam). Once the 
structure of the event is created, The Responsible mentors in each 
group of participants who did not appoint as speaker / orator to be MC 
or mister chairmen number 2 and readers of the Koran one person. In 
this muhadhoroh event, the language used in the mister chairmen or 
MC must equal or balanced with the language of the orators who will 
perform, eg wear the English orator then mister chairmen also with the 
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English language. It is intended that these activities occur in 
synchronous and conducive atmosphere in the process muhadhoroh. 
The event began with an opening. In the opening (Al-iftitah) have all 
students read surah Al-Fatihah with humility 'and together, then the 
reading of the Holy Koran (Qur'an Qiro'atul) of learners appointed, 
here the entire learners silent except readers Al Quran were recited 
verse by verse. The students are required to live up to the meaning of 
each verse in the Al-Quran was read. In this third agenda is the 
appearance of the orator or speaker (Al-Khutbatul mimbariyyah) in 
this process chairmen mister very active role that is calling them one 
by one for advanced learners on stage and this core event and flow 
control. Above the stage learners as an orator is required to make a 
speech as to which they had prepared beforehand, because the 
preparation of learners are able to develop speech and also can be more 
relaxed when on stage. But in contrast to the students poorly prepared 
in terms of any preparation, he will be difficulties in the process of 
speech. Learners are required when on stage for more exploring his 
ability and not awkward when on stage, because the analogy of the 
first mentors have become good material, good and right to go in and 
applied on the stage. When learners are come in the speech, for 
example in the speech Indonesian, his speech contained a mistake like 
that in pronouncing the meaning of the hadith the prophet and the 
meaning of the letter in the Qur'an, in English when one of the 
grammatical her or order language, responsible mentors in each group 
swiftly interrupted and immediately justify the words and nothing one 
in terms of pronunciation learners earlier. The next agenda item is the 
fourth event, the students were seen crowded because the core of the 
event before, and it has been monitored by a mentor before. The task 
group's mentor here than guiding, nurturing, directing the learners but 
also to be active in all areas of the event. Learners who look crowded 
appointed by mister chairmen which has received guidance from a 
mentor to head up the stage providing entertainment (At-Tasliyyah). In 
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this entertainment mentor frees learners to provide entertainment as 
long as it is useful, for example: singing Islamic songs, dancing 
Islamically not sloppy, reading poetry and so forth. Learners who 
looks lethargic or not excited at the event were also told mentor to rise 
above the stage so he re-energized in carrying out the event for the 
event. After the entertainment, followed by the announcement of (Al-
I'lanat). This announcement is of course directly from responsible 
mentors in each group, in this process mentors announced anything 
related activities muhadhoroh earlier. The last event that is closing. In 
this event the students and mentors read prayers kafarotul majlis which 
reads "Subhana kallahumma wabihamdika ashadu hailla alla ila wa 
anta astagfiruka atuubu ilaiki". After that learners who served as MC 
greetings, "Wassalamualaikum warohmatullahi wabarakatuhu", and all 
students and mentor returned the greeting, "hello Wa'alaikum 
warahmatullahi wabarakaatuhu". 
3. Closing activities. 
Mentors provide to guidance in the process, Mentors announced 
how the shortage, so that the next activities of muhadhoroh could have 
gone better as well on muhadhoroh officers for the next week. 
H. Taqyimum. 
Based on the interview and observation on april 23th 2017 with 
Muhadhoroh Mentor, the next strategy is Isti’dadan. 
 “ Taqyimun adalah kata berbahasa arab yang artinya Evaluasi. 
Dalam strategi terakhir ini, mentor menginstruksikan peserta didik 
agar berdiam diri ditempat. Mentor memberikan pertanyaan 
kepada peserta didik yang tidak bertugas sebagai orator atau 
pempidato tentang seputar kegiatan muhadhoroh yang telah 
dilakukan. Pertanyaan dari mentor ini mengambil dari bahan para 
orator/pempidato yang telah tampil tadi misalnya : 1. Judul apa 
yang dibawakan oleh orator pertama ?  2. Apa inti materi yang 
telah dibawakan oleh orator kedua ?  3. Apa istimbat atau faedah 
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yang bisa diambil dari pidato yang dilakukan –oleh orator 
ketiga?” 
(Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on april 23th 2017). 
1. Opening activity. 
     In this latter strategy, mentors instruct students to be silent 
place. 
2. Core activity. 
Mentors provide questions to students who are not on duty as 
an orator or speaker about around muhadharah activities that have 
been done. Questions from the mentor's take on the material of the 
orators / speakers who have appeared earlier example: What title 
presented by orators A?, What core material that has been presented 
by orators B?, What istimbat or the benefits that can be taken from a 
speech made -by C?, Mentors provide such things, and not without 
purpose. The goal of the mentors is to be a mentor to evaluate whether 
such learners to listen carefully or not the process that took place last 
muhadhoroh. 
3. Closing activity. 
Mentors instruct the learners to always pay attention to his 
mistake of speaker and for the next time is not repeated. 
 
2. The Purpose Mentor’s strategy in Speech (Muhadharah) Training. 
In muhadhoroh indeed a learner trained so that they are always 
active and not passive in any event session. Muhadhoroh can be regarded 
as a means of training the students in how to make a speech that is good 
and right and can later go down in the community as a potential preacher . 
With this activity, in a variety of boarding school wants the students who 
participated in muhadoroh can have an identity that with muhadhoroh it 
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will be recognized that it came from the boarding school, especially for 
Ta'mirul Islamic boarding school in addition can be as mentioned above. 
A mentor in the boarding school of Ta'mirul Islam has the purpose 
of implementation of these activities. And here the mentor has the goal of 
keeping the students or learners who participated muhadhoroh have 
anything desired by the mentor in Ta'mirul Islamic boarding school. And 
some of the objectives of the mentor in the muhadhoroh activities are: 
firstly A Learners are able to generate their self confidence, secondy 
Learners are able to improve their speaking skill, Thirtly Bring up the 
cadres of Preacher from the learners. 
“Tujuan dari mentor dalam kegiatan muhadhoroh tersebut ialah 
pertama : Peserta didik mampu membangkitkan kepercayaan 
dirinya. Setiap pelaksanaan muhadhoroh, seorang peserta didik 
dituntut untuk bisa menguasai podium dan tidak mempermalukan 
dirinya sendiri didepan para audiens yang hadir menyaksikan. 
maka secara otomatis peserta didik yang mendapatkan tugas 
menjadi pempidato/orator akan dengan sungguh-sungguh 
menyiapkan materi dan mentalnya. Walaupun dengan bermacam 
kegiatan lain yang juga dituntut untuk diselesaikan. Adapun 
peserta didik yang bertugas menjadi audiens bisa belajar 
memberikan pendapat dan tanggapan seputar materi yang 
disampaikan oleh rekan peserta didik lainnya. Manusia adalah 
makhluk pembelajar dan pihak Pondok sangat berharap Santri 
yang memiliki keterampilan atau mengikuti kegiatan muhadhoroh 
dengan baik, akan menjadi modal awal baginya untuk terjun ke 
masyarakat, masyarakat yang  sesungguhnya. Apabila keberanian 
dan kemampuan yang dijalankan lewat kegiatan muhadhoroh ini 
dikembangkan dengan baik, maka akan semakin mendorong 
seorang peserta didik untuk bisa mewujudkan cita-cita agungnya, 
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yaitu menjadi Santri yang bangga akan kesantriannya dan menjadi 
Santri yang kesantriannya pantas untuk   dibanggakan. Yang kedua 
: Peserta didik mampu meningkatkan kemampuan speaking 
skillnya. Dalam kegiatan muhadhoroh tersebut, peserta didik 
dituntut untuk selalu mengekspresikan apa yang ia miliki seperti 
kemampuannya dalam memberikan wejangan ataupun sebagainya, 
tidak malu ataupun ragu dalam mengexplore.. Dalam kegiatan itu, 
orator ketika salah dalam grammatical, mentor langsung 
menghentikan orator yang berbicara dan ditempat itu pula mentor 
langsung. Dan yang ketiga : Mencetak kader-kader para da’i dari 
para peserta didik.. Maka dari itu perlu bagi seorang yang ahli 
agama dan menyampaikan norma agama kepada masyarat supaya 
mereka sadar akan arti kehidupan yang sebenarnya. Disini 
muhadhoroh sangat mempunyai peranan penting dalam mengatasi 
permasalahan dari masyarakat tersebut, dalam bermuhadhoroh 
para peserta didik dilatih bagaimana menyampaikan ajaran agama 
serta mensyiarkan ayat-ayat alquran dan hadist nabi melalui 
penyampaian pidato tersebut. Tak khayal bahwa banyak dari 
kalangan ulama, penda’i, ustad yang terlahir dari pondok 
pesantren, karena didalam pondok pesantren dilatih bagaimana 
menyampaikan ilmunya melalui jalan muhadhoroh” 
(Interview with Muhadharah Mentor on april 23th 2017). 
a) A Learners are able to generate their self confidence. 
Each implementation muhadhoroh, a learner is required to be able 
to master the podium and did not embarrass himself in front of the 
audience in attendance witnessed. then automatically learners who have 
a duty become a orator will earnestly prepare the material and mental. 
Although with a variety of other activities are also required to be 
completed. The learners who served as the audience can learn to give 
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their opinions and feedback about the material submitted by the other 
co-learners. 
In the end we can state that muhadhoroh activity is not only useful 
in the scope of the activities the lodge alone. Muhadhoroh also can help 
students realize shaping the character of the brave, decisive, respect the 
opinions of others, responsive to change and work under pressure. 
Humans are creatures of learners and the cottage very much hope Pupils 
who have the skills or follow the activities muhadhoroh well, it will be 
a start-up capital for him to plunge into the community, both as a 
student / student for those who continued their studies to university, as 
well as real community. If the courage and ability to run through 
muhadhoroh activity is developed properly, it will encourage a learner 
to realize his great ideals, that become Pupils were proud of himself and 
become Pupils that he deserved to be proud of. 
b) A Learners are able to improve their speaking skill. 
In the muhadhoroh activity, learners are required to always express 
what he has such ability to give advice or so, not shy or hesitant to 
explore its ability is a major capital in the success of his speech. Thus in 
these activities, not imaginary learners sometimes make mistakes or 
even a lot of mistakes. 
In the case mentioned above, there mentor very active role in 
guiding learners with profound attention to the condition of learners 
course. In these activities learners go up on stage, and then he spoke 
and delivered a speech in front of the audience and also mentor. The 
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audience listened carefully while concerned about the appearance given 
by the orator, and later at the last session of the event, the audience 
gives feedback about the appearance of the orator who have appeared. 
As for the mentor, they regard both at once, both the orator and the 
audience. They noticed how the appearance of the orator. when orator 
made a mistake with the response, mentors provide guidance on how to 
be a mistake it to be true. 
In this activity, orator when one of the grammatical or order of the 
English language in speech language mentor orator spoke immediately 
stop and place it mentors also directly address how the order or 
grammatical correct language. With that orators or learners know their 
mistake once indirectly he also studied English, especially in terms of 
the ability to speak English speaking skills. 
c) Bring up the cadres of the preachers from the learners. 
In this life already many of us who have lost their religious norms, 
rampant crime, and violence that has no limits. Many of us have 
forgotten the purpose of life in the world, life on earth is temporary, 
essential and eternal life is the goal of the Hereafter later in life is to 
find the real life is the Hereafter later. Thus the need for an expert of 
religion and religious norms to society convey that they are aware of 
the real meaning of life. 
Here muhadhoroh really have an important role in overcoming the 
problems of the society, in muhadhoroh learners were trained in how to 
convey the teachings of religion as well as verses of the Qur'an and the 
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Hadith of the Prophet through the delivery of the speech. Not imaginary 
that many of the scholars, da'i, a cleric who was born out of the 
boarding school, because in the boarding school were trained in how to 
convey their knowledge through muhadharah road. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Discussion. 
1) The strategies of the muhadharah mentor at the extracurricular 
program. 
 Ta'mirul Islam boarding school is divided into eight strategies, as 
follow: Amtsilah, Shuna'ah, Jam'i, Taftis, Imdho '& Khotamun, Isti'dadan, 
Taujih, Taqyimun strategies. 
 In research that has been done by researchers, the strategies used 
by mentor muhadharah is with learning strategies enquiries, learning 
strategies enquiries enquiries stressed to the process of seeking and 
finding. The subject matter is not given directly. The role of students in 
this strategy is to seek and find their own subject matter, while teachers act 
as facilitators and mentors students to learn. because in these strategies the 
learners is very explore the ability to search and find your own material 
from the muhadharah text will be shown. i.e. shuna'ah strategy, this 
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strategy in learners find themselves text materials they use for public 
speaking. 
Orientation 
 
 In muhadharah's mentor, they wear 
a amstilah strategy as this first step. 
Because of the presence of amtsilah 
or early example would provide  a 
learning atmosphere that is 
comfortable and conducive. 
Formulating problem 
 
In this case, mentor brings learners 
for a liability i.e. shuna'ah, where 
shunaah this means making. 
Mentors provide freedom in 
working on text but still mentors 
emphasize the Ordinance making to 
learners. 
Formulating hypothesis 
 
In determining a hypotesis, mentors 
provide further strategies i.e. jam'i 
(gathering), where jam'i is the 
students who've made the text of 
his speech was collected after the 
next strategy next collected taftis. 
Once collected at each group text 
speech learners are corrected by the 
mentor in charge of the group in 
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advance, after proofreading 
completed resume that is given the 
imdho ' and khotamun. where 
Imdho uses (signature) and 
khotamun (stamp) as a sign that the 
text has been corrected by the 
mentor from the groups. 
collect data In this next step, mentors provide 
strategies in the form of isti'dadan. 
Where isti'dadan is the mentor told 
to learners in order to prepare 
correct what he had to do. Also 
check the back of the text already 
checked 
test the hypothesis 
 
In this case the mentor provided 
strategy i.e. taujih where taujih 
means that is  guidance. The 
existence of this guidance all the 
fault of the learners also text 
corrected by mentor groups will be 
justified will also be given the 
truth. 
Formulating conclusions 
 
After all that was done above is 
completed. the next strategy, 
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namely taqyimun. Where taqyimun 
means that evaluation concluded 
that mentor. where the text is 
correct also to other learners else 
also was asked about the contents 
of the text of a speech given by text 
or giver called orator. 
 
The first strategy i Amtsilah is the word of the Arabic language 
with a form-yamtsilu jama' from matsala the meaning is example. An 
example is a demonstration with the aim of telling someone about how a 
task or job is done. So no wonder that the example becomes a mandatory 
activity prior to carrying out any activities. In Islam itself, Muslims if 
doing worship such ordinances as prayer, fasting, charity, pilgrimage to 
Mecca and etc. , it all stems from the example and giving examples of 
activities that godliness is a Prophet Muhammad SAW, the Messenger of 
getting all it was not of himself but of the khaliq is ALLAH SWT, who is 
also set to make what will be done by all of humanity. God does not 
directly provide examples to the prophet but through His Word in the form 
of verse Koran with intermediaries Gabriel angel. So as our role models, 
Messenger of God guided his people to not stray from the path that is 
misleading. Example Strategy occurs because in any case it is an example 
that must be done early in order to support the activity, as well as 
variations of examples by mentors in muhadoroh learners are able to 
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receive information related muhadhoroh and can apply it in activities that 
will take place next. 
The second Shuna'ah. A word of Shuna'ah is a word derived from 
the Arabic language from shona'a-yasna'u-shuna'ah the meaning is 
making. In the next strategy is making. Before entering to text in the 
manufacturing process, learners have to adjust the language to be made. 
Muhadharah at Ta'mirul Islamic boarding school there are three languages 
in the speech, the speech in English, Arabic and Indonesian languange. 
While the execution time divided by 3 times, for Speech English on 
Sunday after dhuhur namely at 14:00, speech Arabic Thursday afternoon 
that after dhuhur at 13:00 and Indonesian on Sunday evening at 19:30 after 
isya' prayer. Then learners should match the text to any language 
appropriate given day, or scheduled. Shuna'ah strategy occurs because 
students in Muhadhoroh activities less prepared in the activity. With the 
strategy Shuna'ah held learners are able to have a mature readiness about 
muhadoroh and also has a passion in the activity. 
 The third strategy is Jam'i. Jam'i is a word derived from the Arabic 
language which means the collection. This strategy emphasizes the 
readiness of learners in the discipline of the first strategy. Because with 
Jam'i learners who already have text accountable for their text to the 
mentor, Jam'i also mentor has a relationship with the learner in terms of 
writing. 
 The Fourth strategy is Taftis. Taftis word is a word derived from 
the Arabic language of Fattasa-saftisu-taftis which means correction. 
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Correcting meaning is a process of checking, fixing, confirmed from error. 
In this process, assisted by responsible mentors in each group of correcting 
the text one by one every group which has been created by learners 
carefully, of course, in the implementation of this correction, landlubber 
mentor in the art that was asked. Experienced mentor was certainly 
students of grade 5 KMI which is long and has a lot of science in the 
process of muhadhoroh. Due to the existence of taftis, learners who have 
not made the text can be detected and who have not made the text can be 
given direction and who have made the text, will be checked. If it is true 
all can be continued if not the students who are wrong in writing text in 
instructed to repeat some of the errors.  
 The fifth strategy are Imdho '& Khotamun. The Taftis phase is 
completed, the next strategy is the provision of Imdho '. Imdho 'is a word 
derived from Arabic which means a signature. The Meaning of signatures 
is to sign as a symbol of that name by the man himself as a personal 
bookmark. In everyday life, we recognize someone that is within the 
family, the community, through a call that is a name and a signature that is 
an abstraction of the identity of a person, so if signing autographs with the 
words, The inscription. Furthermore, the mentor group who has signature 
(imdho ') to provide khotamun. Khotamun is the Arabic word which 
means a Stamp. Because with the imdho 'and khotamun mentor can give a 
sign who are the learners who have made and also have not made 
muhadoroh text, and for learners let know the error yng made from writing 
the text. 
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 The sixth strategy is Isti'dadan. Isti'dadan is a word of Arabic, the 
meaning is preparation. In the previous strategy was completed, followed 
by strategies that instruct mentors to students who have signed (imdho ') 
and stamped (khotamun) textbook speech, the students are required to 
prepare themselves to go forward on stage. This strategy occurs because 
the students have not mastered the material and nervous on the stage then 
with this strategy learners can prepare himself either the material or 
appearance that will be displayed. 
 The seventh strategy is Taujih. Taujih is a word derived from 
Arabic which means guidance. With the taujih mentor can know who pay 
attention seriously or which is not serious and for learners can be more 
disciplined in following all activities in the muhadhoroh. 
 The last strategy is Taqyimun. Taqyimun is Arabic word which 
means Evaluation. Because with this strategy the mentor can know how 
the understanding of the students and their attention to the orators who 
appear and for learners can understand also understand very well how a 
material delivered and the core of the material presented. 
 
2)      The Purpose Mentor's strategy in Speech (Muhadhoroh) Training. 
          A mentor in the boarding school of Ta'mirul Islam has the purpose 
of implementation of these activities. And here the mentor has what the 
mentor in Ta'mirul Islamic boarding school. And some of the objectives of 
the mentor in the muhadharah activities are: 
a)A Learners are able to generate their self confidence. 
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In the muhadharah activity one of them is the purpose of the 
mentor to improve his confidence, because with a high confidence in 
muhadoroh he will be very ready to advance on stage also later after 
after muhadharah or graduated from boarding school learners able to 
face problems in society and not Embarrassed to speak in public. 
b) A Learners are able to improve their speaking skills. 
Muhadharoah is a very highly recommended activity in boarding 
school ta'mirul because there are many taught how to learn a good 
language, one of them that Muhadhoroh can improve the speaking skills 
of learners, because with the skills of speaking skills that increase not 
only can just learn about speaking in front But also can learn a new 
science about the wrong vocabulary or if in English can justify the 
ability grammaticalnya with it his language skills will be better. 
c) Bring up the cadres of the preachers from the learners. 
Islam is the religion of rahmatan lil'alamin, then in Islam it is 
necessary for someone to spread what is in the religion. Ta'mirul islam 
Boarding school there is muhadhoroh activity one of them to make the 
learners to be preacher in the future because with the Preacher, all the 
teachings of Islamic religion that is not understood can be understood 
well through spreading in islam of course with the activity Muhadharah. 
 CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
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This chapter presents conclusions, and suggestion for the Mentor’s 
Muhadhoroh, learners, school, and the other researcher. Below are the conclusion, 
and suggestion of the study. 
A. CONCLUSION 
In the Previous chapter the researcher have analyzed and described the 
data, in this chapter the researcher give the conclusion of the finding of the 
mentor’s strategies of Muhahoroh at the extracurricular program Ta’mirul 
Islam boarding school, the conclusion as follow: 
2) The strategies of the muhadhoroh’s mentor at the extracurricular 
program. 
 Muhadharah’s Mentor at Ta’mirul Islam boarding school are 
divided into eight strategies, as follow: Amtsilah, Shuna’ah, Jam’i, 
Taftis, Imdho’ & Khotamun, Isti’dadan, Taujih, Taqyimun 
strategies. a) Amtsilah is the word of the Arabic language with a form-
yamtsilu jama' from matsala the meaning is example. An example is a 
demonstration with the aim of telling someone about how a task or job is 
done. So no wonder that the example becomes a mandatory activity prior 
to carrying out any activities.b) Shuna’ah  A word of Shuna'ah is a word 
derived from the Arabic language from shona'a-yasna'u-shuna'ah the 
meaning is making. In the next strategy is making. Before entering to text 
in the manufacturing process, learners have to adjust the language to be 
made.c) Jam’i The next strategy is Jam'i, Jam'i is a word derived from 
the Arabic language which means the collection. d) Taftis word is a word 
derived from the Arabic language of Fattasa-saftisu-taftis which means 
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correction. Correcting meaning is a process of checking, fixing, 
confirmed from error. e) Imdho’ & Khotamun. The Taftis phase is 
completed, the next strategy is the provision of Imdho '. Imdho' is a word 
derived from Arabic which means a signature. The Meaning of signatures 
is to sign as a symbol of that name written by hand by the man himself as 
a personal bookmark. In everyday life, we recognize someone either 
within the family, the community, through a call that is a name and a 
signature that is an abstraction of the identity of a person, so when 
signing autographs with the words, he would have a relationship with the 
inscription. Furthermore, mentor group who has signature (imdho ') to 
provide khotamun. Khotamun is the Arabic word which means a Stamp. 
Stamps awarded when all requirements have been met, stamp here of 
course a stamp from central mentor is qismu 'Osti teaching study groups 
or sections, which have been designed in an official stamp with the 
symbols of the teaching section. f) Isti’dadan is a word of Arabic, the 
meaning is preparation. In the previous strategy was completed, followed 
by strategies that instruct mentor to students who have signed (imdho ') 
and stamped (khotamun) textbook speech, the students are required to 
prepare themselves to go forward on stage. g) Taujih is a word derived 
from Arabic which means guidance. In this taujih strategy learners were 
divided into several groups, within each group of 33 people, all of the 
classes contained in there,it consisted of grade 1 to grade 5 KMI & 1.3 
takhosus (Intensive) as well as 3 of the 6 classes KMI as a mentor 
responsible group. h) Taqyimun is Arabic word which means 
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Evaluation. In this latter strategy, mentor instructs students to be silent on 
their place. Mentors provide questions to students who are not on duty as 
an orator on surrounding muhadhoroh activities that have been carried 
out. 
3) The Purpose Mentor’s strategy in Speech (Muhadhoroh) Training. 
     A mentor in the boarding school of Ta'mirul Islam has the purpose of 
implementation of these activities. Here the mentor has the goal of 
keeping the students or learners who participated muhadhoroh have 
anything desired by the mentor in Ta'mirul Islamic boarding school. 
Some of the objectives of the mentor in the muhadhoroh activities are:  
a)A Learners are able to generate their self confidence,  
b) Learners are able to improve their speaking skill,  
c) Bring up the cadres of Preacher from the learners. 
 
B. SUGGESTION 
     Based on the result of the research and conclusion above, the researcher 
gives the suggestions that will be useful for all people related to the 
Muhadhoroh program at the Islamic Student Ta’mirul Islam boarding school. 
The suggestions are as follows: 
 
 
 
1. For the Mentor 
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a. Mentor is center figure for the learners. The mentor is expected to know 
the suitable strategy of muhadoroh. It is important bacause strategy in 
that activity may influence the result of achievement on muhadhoroh. 
b. The mentor has to be creative, helpful, patient, and welcome in the 
muhadharah activity process, to make the learners easy to receive the 
material well and the muhadhoroh activity to be success.  
c. Giving more examples which deliver the preacher speech would 
improve the learners’ muhadhoroh skill. 
2. For the Learners 
a. The Learners should be more active during Muhadharah activity by 
asking about difficulties and giving their respon. 
b. The Learners should pay attention to the material while the mentor 
gives explanation and an examples about the texts of muhadoroh based 
on genre, grammar, vocabulary, sentence, etc. In order to support their 
Muhadoroh activity. 
3. For the Reader 
     The researcher believed that, this thesis is far from being perfect. So, 
the researcher will accept good suggestions and constructive criticism to 
make contribute some valuable thing to the researcher himself and all 
reader in general. 
 
 
 
4. For the Researcher 
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     After conducting this research, many experiences are gotten. The 
Researcher could know the activity of teaching learning process in the 
class by using the strategies. 
It is important for the researcher to know the appropriate strategies in the 
Muhadhoroh activity. 
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APPENDICES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendices 1. Fieldnote list 
Time of interview : Sunday 23th 2017,13.00 – 14.00 
Place of Interview: House of KH. Mohammad Halim. 
 
On Sunday 23rd April, 2017 at 13.00 I visited the boarding house of 
Ta'mirul Islam boarding school on KH road. Samanhudi No.03 Surakarta there I 
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met with Ustad Mohammad halim. After meeting I was told to enter, after in the 
house I express my intention, that is to ask permission about activities 
Muhadhoroh, I said. I give a letter of research from campus kebeliau. 
After that he authorized and signed my research letter. And he told me to 
mend this letter to Ustad Kafin Jaladri in the cottage. After that I immediately 
farewell kebeliau then rushed kepondok meet Ustad Kafin Jaladri. After getting to 
the lodge I immediately met with Ustad Kafin, I just gave this research letter 
along with the purpose and purpose of this letter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Time of interview : Thursday 13th 2017, 15.30 – 16.30 
Place of Interview: In Front of Boarding School. 
 
On Thursday 13th April 2017 at 15.30 WIB I conducted an interview to 
the mentor in front of the cottage about the strategy used in the process of 
muhadhoroh. There I was with one mentor interviewing about the activity. First I 
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talked to the first mentor. I introduce myself beforehand and I say what I mean. 
The mentor welcomed him and introduced himself, too, his name Haris. 
After that I immediately asked about the activities of Muhadoroh 
dipondok. It turns out that the mentor told me that the activities of the lodge are 
not much different from the past activities. And he immediately tells me that his 
strategy is still the same) Obtain, b) Shaf'ah, c) Jam'i, d) Taftis, e) Imdho '& 
Khotamun, f) Isti'dadan, g) Taujih, h) Taqyimun. Due to the time of entering the 
mosque has arrived, he immediately asked for permission also finish our 
perkapan. Because he wanted to go directly to the mosque. He said that he could 
continue in the future, after which he said hello and I also replied to his greeting 
as well. 
 
 
 
 
Time of interview : Friday 14th 2017, 15.30 – 16.30 
Place of Interview: In Front of Boarding School. 
 
On Friday 14 April 2017 at 15.30 in front of Islamic boarding school 
Islamic ta'mirul the researcher told the cottage guard where the guard keep 2 
children from class 1 and second class of KMI. The researcher asks to summon 
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the teaching section. After the teaching section came, then met the researcher to 
the second mentor Ana Syifaul Qulub from class 5 KMI. researchers ask 
questions about understanding of the first strategy that is Amtsilah researchers 
want to mengulik information about the first strategy that is Amtsilah. researchers 
introduced themselves porch the researchers also said that yesterday also had met 
with the first mentor that is haris. He also introduced himself. 
After that immediately ask questions about whether it is a term. Then he 
explained at length about Amtsilah. He replied that Amtis was an example of how 
the strategy of Amtsilah was poured into the learner. Then he elaborated again on 
the eternity from the beginning to the end, when he had finished telling about 
Amtsilah. 
 
 
 
 
Time of interview : Saturday 15th 2017, 15.30 – 16.30 
Place of Interview: In Front of Boarding School. 
 
On Saturday 15th April 2017 at 15.30 in front of Islamic boarding school 
Islamic ta'mirul researcher told to the cottage guard where that keep 2 
children from class 1 and second class of KMI. The researcher asks to 
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summon the teaching section. After the teaching section came, then met the 
researcher to the first mentor, Haris Ali Naim. In a subsequent interview, the 
researcher wanted to retrieve information about the second strategy of 
Shuna'ah. Because the day before was an introduction, then the conversation 
was familiar in the conversation. 
 
Researchers ask what Shunaah is and how it applies to learners. Mentor 1 also 
answered thoroughly that Shuna'ah strategy how to make a text in 
muhadhoroh. after discussed at length, finally mentor 1 memjelaskan the next 
strategy that is jam'i after explanation jam'i completed. the mentor instructed 
the researcher to come back there tomorrow at 1 pm to continue the next 
strategy. 
 
 
 
 
 
Time of interview : Sunday 16th 2017, 13.00 – 14.30 
Place of Interview : Mursyid Building. 
 
On Saturday 16 April 2017 at 13.00 pm in front of Islamic boarding school 
ta'mirul Islam the researcher told the cottage guard where the guard keep 2 
children from class 1 and second class of KMI. The researcher asks to summon 
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the teaching section. After the teaching section came, then met the researcher to 
the first mentor, Haris Ali Naim. After meeting with him, the researchers directly 
escorted to the murshid building where this building muhadhoroh activities held. 
After arriving there the researchers were introduced by Haris to the students in 
Grub I along with the mentors in the grub as well. After the introduction, the 
researcher talked a little bit about licensing to all participants and everything was 
well received. After that the researchers invited the event to begin as usual. 
The event was started by MC with the opening. Then the recitation of the 
holy Qur'an by the officers afterwards the appearance of the orators. At the event, 
the researcher asked one of the mentors there, the mentor introduced himself that 
his name was Ilham Nashuha from the KMI class. Here the researchers asked 
about the next strategy that is Taftis. The researcher explains that he has obtained 
data from previous mentor ta'lim part or part of teaching about previous strategy. 
And now researchers want to research about or ask understanding of the taftis. 
The mentor gives an explanation from beginning to end. After the explanation of 
the taftis finished the researchers asked again about the next strategy that is Imdho 
'and khotamun. Long explanation was over as well. Toward the ceremony after 
the orator's appearance is completed by entertainment, announcement and closing. 
After the event finished the researcher said goodbye to the mentor and mentor 
telling them to come again next week at the same hour and in the same place. 
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Time of interview : Sunday 23 th 2017, 13.00 – 14.30 
Place of Interview : Mursyid Building. 
 
On Saturday 16 April 2017 at 13.00 pm in front of Islamic boarding school 
ta'mirul Islam the researcher told the cottage guard where the guard keep 2 
children from class 1 and second class of KMI. The researcher asks to summon 
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the teaching section. After the teaching section came, then met the researcher to 
the first mentor, Haris Ali Naim. After meeting with him, the researchers directly 
escorted to the murshid building where this building muhadhoroh activities held. 
After the introduction, the researcher talked a little bit about licensing to all 
participants and everything was well received. After that the researchers invited 
the event to begin as usual. 
The event was started by MC with the opening. Then the recitation of the 
holy Qur'an by the officers afterwards the appearance of the orators. At the event, 
the researcher asked one of the mentors there, the fourth mentor introduced 
himself that his name was Imron Abdullah from class 5 KMI. Here the researcher 
asked about the next strategy that is Isti'dadan. The researcher explained that he 
had obtained the data from his previous mentor of the 3rd mentor about his 
previous strategy. And now researchers want to research about or ask 
understanding of the istidadan. The mentor gives an explanation from beginning 
to end. After the explanation of the isti'dadan completed the researchers asked 
again about the next strategy that is Taujih. Long explanation was over as well. 
The third mentor gives an explanation, the mentor asks the researcher to 
explain the next question to the last mentor mentor the fifth. Researchers 
immediately agreed. And mentors who keempaat earlier directly control also 
guide students in that group. The fifth Mentor also introduced himself that his 
name is Nur Faizi from fifth grade as well. Researchers ask questions about the 
next strategy is Taqyimun. Then the mentor gives an explanation of the subject, 
after it is finished, the researcher asks again about the last question is the purpose 
of this mentor's strategy of this lodge. 
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Having conveyed at length that is the first three Learners are able to 
generate confidence, second: Learners are able to improve the skills of speaking 
skills. Third: Print the cadres of da'i from the learners. After the explanation is 
complete. Toward the ceremony after the orator's appearance is completed by 
entertainment, announcement and closing. After the event finished the researcher 
said good-bye to the mentor and thanked the fifth mentor and the researcher gave 
the message to all the mentors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendices 2. Interview List 
 
The researcher interviewed the Headmaster of the Boarding Ta’mirul 
Islam Boarding School, KH. Mohammad Halim to take a permission about the 
research in that boarding school. 
 
Time of interview : Sunday 23th 2017,13.00 – 14.00 
Place of Interview: House of KH. Mohammad Halim. 
Interviewer           : The Researcher (R) 
Interviewee           : KH. Mohammad Halim (H) 
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Interview  
R: “ Assalaamualaikum warahmatullahi Wabarakatuhu Ustad” 
H: “ Wa’alaikum salam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuhu”, Iya? 
R: “Saya Ahmad Fauzi ustad lulusan dipondok ini tahun 2012 sekaligus 
tahunberikutnya saya mengabdi di pondok darud da’wah”. 
H: “Oh Fauzi, Iya dukhulan (mari masuk). Ada apa yaa?” 
R: “Begini Ustad, saya kan di IAIN Surakarta sekarang sudah semester 
akhirmenempuh tugas akhir Mahasiswa yaitu skripsi ustad, Kemudian dalam 
skripsi saya kan ,saya tertarik untuk memberi judul skripsi saya tentang 
muhadhoroh ustad, kebetulan saya mengambil tempat untuk meneliti 
kegiatan tersebut di pondok ini ustad” 
H: “Oh disana mengambil apa?” 
R: “Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris, Ustad.Jadi disini saya ingin meminta izin untuk 
melalukan penelitian di pondok ini ustad.Ini surat dari kampus saya ustad!” 
H: “Oh ya sudah, iya Boleh. Surat ini saya tanda tangani kemudian nanti kamu 
kasihkan ke ustad kafin Jaladri bahwa kamu sudah mendapat izin dari saya”. 
R: “Oh iya ustad terima kasih. Saya langsung permisi dulu ya ustad, saya 
kasihkansurat ini ke ustad Kafin.Wassalaamualaikum Warahmatullahi 
Wabarakaatuhu” 
H: “Wa’alaikum Salam Warahtullahi Wabarakaatuhu” 
 
 
In this case, researchers conducted interviews with mentors about the 
strategies used in the process of muhadhoroh. There I was with one mentor 
interviewing the activity. The first researcher talked to the first mentor: 
 
Time of interview : Thursday 13th 2017, 15.30 – 16.30 
Place of Interview: In Front of Boarding School. 
Interviewer           : The Researcher (R) 
Interviewee           : HarisAli Naim as Mentor 1 (N) 
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Interview  
R:“Assalaamu’alaikum warahmatullahi wabarakutuhu” 
N:“Wa’alaikum salam warahmatullahi wabarakatuhu” 
R:“Perkenalkan saya Ahmad Fauzi ,mahasiswa iain surakarta semester 10 yang 
sedang melakukan penelitian di tempat ini. Dan juga saya termasuk alumni 
dipondok ini tahun 2012 lalu” 
N:“Oh...,iya mas berarti saya sampean, kakak tingkat saya ibaratnya” 
R:“Iya mas. Iya disini kan saya ada tugas akhir, ya skripsi. Ini akan melalukan 
penelitian tentang bagaimana proses muhadhoroh dipondok ini. Dan 
memang dulu saya juga sudah tau ,tapi alangkah baikknya saya langsung 
mengetahui dari mentor langsung atau yang disebut disini bagian 
pengajaran”. 
N:“Oh iya mas. Kebetulan saya juga yang bertugas membimbing para santri 
disini dalam proses muhadhoroh, dan mungkin strategi yang digunakan 
masih tetap sama dengan yang dulu mas. Atau mungkin kalau berubah ya 
mungkin harinya saja kok”. 
R:“Oh gitu ya mas, ok kalau gitu. Langsung saja ya mas ...apakah masih antusias 
para santri untuk melalukan kegiatan muhadhoroh ini mas?” 
N:“Oh tentu saja lah mas, karena muhadhoroh ini adalah extrakulikuler wajib 
yang harus diikuti oleh semua santri dipondok ini.” 
R: “Oh gitu ya mas, dalam proses muhadhoroh ini strategi apa saja yang 
dilakukan oleh mentor dalam kegiatan tersebut?.” 
N:“Tentu saja masih saja seperti yang dulu mas, kan kegiatan ini kan 
berkesinambung trus. They are: a) Amtsilah, b) Shuna’ah, c) Jam’i, d) Taftis, 
e) Imdho’ & Khotamun, f) Isti’dadan, g) Taujih, h) Taqyimun.” 
R:“oh iya itu ya mas. Mungkinkah ada strategi yang lainnya mungkin?.” 
N: “ya tetap itu kok mas...karena kan itu sudah menjadi prosedure yang baik 
dalam kegiatan muhadhoroh tersebut.” 
R:“oh gitu ya mas.” 
N:“eh mas ini sudah bel masuk masjid. Saya masuk masjid dulu ya.” 
R:“Oh iya mas, mari terima kasih sebelumnya. Besok kiranya bisa kan 
disambung lahi kan?.” 
N: “Besok datang kesini lagi aja mas jam 15.30 juga gakpapa bertemu dengan 
mentor 2 yaitu Syifa’.” 
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In this second interview, the researcher wanted to retrieve information 
about the first strategy that is Amtsilah. Researchers met to the second mentor 
Ana Syifaul Qulub from class 5 KMI. The researcher asks a number of questions 
about understanding to the process of the first strategy. 
 
Time of interview : Friday 14th 2017, 15.30 – 16.30 
Place of Interview: In Front of Boarding School. 
Interviewer           : The Researcher (R) 
Interviewee           : Ana Syifaul Qulub as Mentor 2 (S) 
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R:“Assalamualaikum mas”. 
S: “Wa’alaikum salam warahmatullahi wabarakatuhu”. 
R:“Iya . nama sampean mas Syifa kan?”. 
S:“Iya. Ini kebetulan juga masih free nggak ada tugas untuk mengurus para 
santri”. 
R:“iya kebetulan ya mas. Maaf ya mengganggu”. 
S:“Enggak kok mas sama sekali nggak mengganggu”. 
R:“Mas disini, saya mau tanya tentang strategi yg pertama kemarin itu yaitu 
Amtsilah. Apakah arti dari Amtsilah tersebut? Dan bagaimana penjelasannya 
tentang itu sih mas?”. 
S:“Amtsilah adalah kata dari bahasa arab dengan bentuk jama’dari matsala-
yamtsilu yang berarti contoh. kan contoh adalah suatu demonstrasi dengan 
tujuan memberitahu seseorang tentang bagaimana sebuah tugas atau 
pekerjaan dilakukan atau dikerjakan. Umat islam jikalau mengerjakan 
ibadah seperti tata cara sholat, puasa, zakat, haji dan ibadah lainnya, itu 
semua bermula dari contoh dan yang pemberi contoh atas kegiatan ibadah 
itu adalah Rasulullah S.A.W. Rasulullah mendapatkan semua itu bukan dari 
dirinya sendiri tapi dari sang khaliq yaitu Allah S.W.T, ialah yang mengatur 
juga membuat apa saja yang akan dilakukan oleh seluruh umat manusia. Tak 
serta merta Allah langsung memberikan contoh langsung kepada nabi tapi 
melalui firman-Nya berupa ayat Al-quran dengan perantara malaikat Jibril. 
Maka sebagai suri tauladan kita, Rasulullah membimbing umatnya agar tak 
tersesat dari jalan yang menyesatkan. Maka dari itu, sebelum mengajarkan 
kepada peserta didiknya kegiatan apapun itu pasti disediakan sebuah contoh 
terlebih dahulu supaya peserta didik tidak kebingungan dalam kegiatan 
tersebut. Karena dengan adanya contoh ini, peserta didik mempunyai 
gambaran tentang apa saja yang ia akan lakukan dalam pembuatan teks dan 
penampilan bagaimana yang akan ditunjukkan”.  
R:“Oh gitu ya, trus contoh apa sajakah yang dituangkan oleh Mentor dalam 
kegiatan Muhadhoroh itu mas?”. 
S:“Seperti ini mas, Sebelum peserta didik tampil diatas panggung, mentor 
memberikan contoh –contoh (Amtsilah). Yang pertama yaitu tentang tata 
cara membuat teks pidato dan kedua tentang tata cara dalam pidato yang 
baik dan benar” 
R: “Memang harus seperti itu ya mas?” 
S:  “Iya harus, soalnya dalam kegiatan pidato memang harus totalitas. Dan 
contoh yang pertama yaitu Pembuatan teks. 1) Pembuatan teks disini 
memiliki tujuan untuk supaya peserta didik mempunyai ringkupan materi apa 
saja yang akan disampaikannya, dimana mentor muhadhoroh memberikan 
beberapa teks muhadhoroh yang mana sudah didesain, tentu saja ini sudah 
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dari pimpinan pondok sebelumnya. Mentor disini bertugas hanya 
menyampaikan kepada peserta didik agar dalam melaksanakan kegiatan 
tersebut berjalan dengan lancar dan sesuai kaidah dari pimpinan pondok.  
R: “Apakah Didalam penulisan teks para peserta didik harus memperhatikan 
struktur-struktur penulisan teks pidato?” 
S:“Iya ada mas. ini mas buku acuan muhadhoroh pada tahun ini, hal-hal apa 
saja yang harus diperhatikan, dan struktur-strukturnya penulisan teks 
tersebut terdiri dari :a. Bagian pembukaan.yaitu berisi tentang : 1). 
Mengajak para hadirin bersholawat bersama kepada Allah S.W.T dan 
kepada Rasulullah, 2). ucapan penghormatan kepada hadirin. 3). serta 
bagian terakhir tentang kesyukuran kepada AllahS.W.T dan kepada 
Rasulullah S.A.W. Contohnya:1)Innalhamdalillahnahmaduhu 
wanashta’inuhu wanastaghfiruh wana’udzubillahi min syururi anfusina 
waminsayyiati ‘amalinaa man yahdihillahu falaa mudillalah waman yudhilhu 
falaa haadiyalah asyhaduallaa ilaa haillaahu wa asyhadu anna 
muhammmadan ‘abduhu warasuuluhu laa nabiyau walaa rasuula ba’dah. 2) 
Yang saya hormati bapak pimpinan pondok, yang terhormat direktur KMI 
putra, yang terhormat bagian pengajaran OSTI, dan yang saya cintai seluruh 
hadirin yang hadir pada saat ini...3) Pertama-tama marilah kita panjatkan 
puja dan puji syukur kehadirat Allah SWT yang telah memberikan rahmat 
dan hidayah-Nya kepada kita semua, sehingga kita dapat berkumpul ditempat 
yang mulia nan penuh berkah ini.Kedua kalinya Sholawat serta salam tidak 
lupa kita sanjungkan kepada nabi besar Muhammad SAW. Yang mana atas 
perjuangan beliau kita dapat merasakan nikmat islam dan terbebas dari 
zaman kegelapan dan kejahiliyahan, dan akhirnya kita berada di zaman yang 
terang benderang seperti saat ini.Ketiga kalinya tidak lupa saya ucapkan 
rasa terima kasih kepada pembawa acara yang telah memberi saya 
kesempatan untuk berpidato didepan kalian semua. Berdirinya saya disini 
saya ingin menyampaikan sepatah dua patah kata yang Insya Allah saya beri 
judul... kemudian b.Bagian Inti. yaitu mencakup judul serta materi yang akan 
disampaikan, disertai dengan dalil-dalil  naqli (dalil yang bersumber dari 
Alqur’an & hadist ) dan juga dalil aqli (dalil yang bersumber dari 
kesepakatan pemikiran para ulama).c.Bagian penutup.yaitu meringkup 
kesyukuran bisa berdiri disini tentang memberi, mengajarkan ilmu melalui 
pidato serta ucapan terima kasih kepada hadirin dan hadirat yang bersedia 
hadir dan ucapan minta maaf apabila didalam berpidato tadi ada kesalahan. 
R:“Ada kah hal-hal yang perlu diperhatikan ketika menulis teks pidato mas?” 
S:“Tentu saja ada mas, yaitu:Hal-hal yang perlu diperhatikan dalam penulisan 
teks pidato :a)Kesesuaian isi dengan topik.Dalam menulis teks pidato 
perhatian yang paling serius adalah isi dengan topik, dalam keduanya harus 
terjadi singkronisasi tidak boleh membelok jauh.b) Struktur isi 
pidato.dalam teks pidato harus diperhatikan juga susunan bagaimana pidato 
itu dibuat, yang mana sudah diberikan contoh oleh mentor.c)Pilihan kata 
yang dipakai.Penyesuaian kata yang tepat juga harus menjadi fokus peserta 
didik.d) EYD (ejaan yang disempurnakan). EYD ini meliputi :1)Pemakaian 
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huruf2) Pemakaianhuruf kapital dan huruf miring. 3)Penulisan kata. 
4)Singkatan dan akronim5)Angkadan lambang bilangan6)Penulisan unsur 
serapan7)Pemakaian tanda baca8)Pedoman umum pembentukan istilah. 
9)Gaya bahasa. e)Penulisan teks pidato minimal 4 muka buku.Dalam 
penulisan pidato memang peserta didik bebas memilih dan membuat teks 
sendiri, tapi asalkan masih dalam ringkup teori oleh mentor. Maka dalam 
penulisan teks pidato minimal 4 muka buku, bila kurang dari itu peserta didik 
disuruh untuk mengulang kembali teks pidato yang telah dikumpulkan.Itulah 
tentang struktur dan hal-hal dalam penulisan teks pidato yang harus 
diperhatikan oleh peserta didik sebelum membuat teks sendiri”. 
S:“Mungkin itu mas, tentang Amtsilah yang pertama tentang tata caramembuat 
pidato. Terus untuk yang kedua yaitu: Teknik berpidato” 
R:“Sebelum Mengetahui tentang tehnik, menurut sampean seberapa pentingkah 
pidato dalam kehidupan?.” 
S:“Penting sekali mas. Pidato sangat mempengaruhi kehidupan kita, tentu saja 
bilamana kualitas pidato kita baik maka kita dipandang oleh orang lain baik 
dengan memperhatikan tingkat intelektual kitadr jln materi pidato itu. Jika 
pidato disampaikan dengan berkualitas maka orangpun akan menilai kualitas 
keilmuan kita. Tidak mudah memang yang kita lihat, pidato adalah seni 
dalam memilih kata-kata yang baik dan mudah dipahami serta kontrol 
terhadap expresi dan intonasi dalam penyampaiannya. Hampir bisa 
dikatakan bahwa pengalaman pertama seseorang dalam menyampaikan 
pidato pasti mengalami gangguan psikis yang amat berat. Tidak percaya diri, 
gugup, lidah kelu dan lain sebagainya. Maka dari itu sejak sekarang harus 
ditanamkan betul kemampuan orang dalam berpidato”.  
R: “Oh begitu. Terus apa sajakah tehnik yang diberikan oleh anda selaku mentor, 
dalam kegiatan muhadhoroh ini?” 
S:“ini mas yang diberikan oleh mentor kepada peserta didik dipondok pesantren 
ta’mirul islam,supaya nantinya para peserta didik bisa berpidato dengan 
baik dan benar. Dalam tehnik ini, mentor membagi dengan 2 fase : Fase 
pertama yaitu fase persiapan dan yang kedua fase Pidato. Fase Persiapan:a) 
Buatlah Konsep Pidato.Konsep pidato yang baik adalah yang runtut dan 
saling berkesinambungan. Buatlah inti dari pidato yang ingin disampaikan 
(hindari pengulangan materi). Setelah itu kembangkan dengan menambahkan 
sedikit humor dan cerita atau kisah pribadi yang relevan dengan topik 
pidato. Cara ini efektif untuk menekan perasaan gugup dan mampu 
mengingatkan kita pada urut-urutan materi pidato. b) Berlatihlah di depan 
Kaca.Jika sudah menguasai keseluruhan isi pidato, berlatihlah di depan kaca 
dengan ekspreksi dan intonasi (naik turunnya tekanan suara) seolah-olah 
sedang berada dihadapan orang banyak. c) Cari Referensi.Carilah referensi 
pidato dari apapun dan pelajari bagaimana orang-orang besar berpidato di 
hadapan orang banyak. Pelajari mimik, gaya bahasa dan intonasinya. d) 
Perhatikan Lingkungan dan Audien.Jika menggunakan mikrophone, 
perhatikan apakah volumenya keras atau tidak. Ini yang nanti akan 
menentukan sikap, di depan apakah perlu sedikit agak lebih dekat dengan 
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mik atau tidak. Jika suara kita kecil dan terlalu jauh dari mik, tentu kita 
harus setengah berteriak agar bisa terdengar jelas oleh audien, hal ini akan 
menguras tenaga kita dan mempengaruhi kontrol terhadap ritme nafas. 
Selain itu, kenali Audien, jikalau sudah berada dimuka umum(masyarakat) 
dengan bertanya kepada panitia siap saja tamu undangan penting yang 
hadir. Apakah yang bersangkutan langsung atau diwakili. e) 
Rileksasi.Lakukanlah rileksasi dengan cara yang kita biasa lakukan. 
Kebiasaan kalau sebagai umat muslim, selalu mengucapkan lafal berikut ini 
secara berulang-ulang sebelum berpidato:”Robbis syrohli sodri wa yas sirli 
amri wah lul ‘uqdatam billisani yafkohu qouli.”kemdian fase kedua: Fase 
Pidato:a) Awali dengan Senyuman.Mulailah dengan senyum dan tarikan 
nafas yang cukup kemudian keluarkan kata pertama dengan nada yang 
meyakinkan. Senyum kita tidak hanya akan membuat kita lebih rileks, tapi 
juga membuat audien merasa lega karena melihat kita tidak gugup. b) 
Sapalah Audien.Setelah melakukan pembukaan, sapalah para audien dengan 
diawali tamu undangan penting, dan disusul sapa kepada seluruh audien. c) 
Jangan Tampakkan Kegugupan Anda.Beberapa orang mungkin 
menyampaikan permintaan maaf atas kegugupannya pada saat berpidato. 
Hal ini selain tidak penting untuk disampaikan, juga akan mempengaruhi 
ketegangan pada para audien karena khawatir kita akan melakukan 
kesalahan yang disebabkan oleh kegugupan yang kita rasakan. d) Berdirilah 
dengan berwibawa.Penampilan kita dipanggung, termasuk bagaimana kita 
berdiri sangat mempengaruhi penilaian audien. Berdirilah yang tegak 
dengan sikap yang berwibawa dan enak dipandang mata. e) Kontrol Intonasi 
dan Artikulasi.Naik turun tekanan suara (intonasi) dan kejelasan dalam 
melafalkan kata perkata (artikulasi) pada saat  berpidato sangatlah penting 
untuk membuat audien tetap terjaga konsentrasinya dalam mendengarkan 
pidato kita. f) Perhatikan Waktu.Pidato yang menarik bisa berbalik menjadi 
membosankan jika kita tidak memperhatikan waktu. Buatlah pidato yang 
ringkas, berisi dan inti dari pidato tersampaikan. Jadi, jika waktu yang 
dialokasikan sudah habis, sebaiknya segera menyelesaikan isi pidato kita”. 
R: “Terimakasih mas atas penjelasaannya tentang strategi pertama tadi yaitu 
Amtsilah”. 
S:“iya mas sama. Eh mas ini udah waktunya masuk masjid. Tak masuk dulu ya 
mas” 
R:“iya mas besok kita sambung lagi ya mas?, Wassalaamualaikum 
Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuhu”. 
S:“Iya mas, Wa’alaikum salam Wr. Wb ” 
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In this third study, researchers conducted interviews with mentors about 
the second strategy of Shuna'ah. There I was with one mentor interviewing the 
activity. 
 
Time of interview : Saturday 15th 2017, 15.30 – 16.30 
Place of Interview: In Front of Boarding School. 
Interviewer           : The Researcher (R) 
Interviewee           : Haris Ali Naim as Mentor 1 (N) 
 
R: “Assalaamualaikum mas, ketemu lagi.” 
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N: “iya mas”  
R: “Nggak Mengganggu kan?” 
N: “Tidak mas Santai saja mas” 
R: “mas langsung saja ya, saya punya pertanyaan kan kemarin katanya untuk 
stategi yang kedua yaitu shuna’ah? Bisa di terangkan secara gamblang apa 
itu mas?” 
N:“Kata Shuna’ah adalah kata yang diambil dari bahasa arab dari shona’a-
yasna’u-shuna’ah artinya pembuatan. Dalam muhadhoroh Ia harus 
menyesuaikan bahasanya,ada  3 bahasa dalam pidato, yaitu pidato bahasa 
Inggris, Bahasa Arab dan bahasa indonesia. waktu pelaksanaannya dibagi 3 
waktu, Pidato bahasa inggris yaitu pada hari ahad setelah sholat dhuhur 
yaitu jam 13.00 siang, pidato bahasa arab hari kamis siang yaitu setelah 
sholat dhuhur pada pukul 13.00 siang dan bahasa indonesia pada hari 
minggu malam yaitu pada pukul 19.30 sehabis sholat isya’. Dalam strategi 
kedua ini peserta didik dituntut untuk mengaplikasikan dari beberapa contoh 
yang telah dipaparkan diatas (strategi pertama) dengan seksama mulai dari 
tata cara penulisan teks pidato yang benar sampai dengan tehnik berpidato 
yang baik dan benar. Hal-hal yang perlu diperhatikan dalam membuat teks 
pidato sebagai berikut : Peserta didik dituntut untuk membuat teks tersebut 
dalam buku tulisnya atau buku khusus untuk muhadhoroh. Memang untuk 
santri baru yaitu kelas 1 kmi & 1 takhosus (intensif) masih boleh memakai 
buku apa saja yang seperti buku tulis. sedangkan untuk santri yang tinggal 
diasrama lama yaitu mulai kelas 2 sampai kelas 4 kmi dan 3 takhosus wajib 
memakai buku yang sudah diseragamkan oleh mentor agar supaya dalam 
kegiatan tersebut bisa lebih formal dan para peserta didik lebih serius untuk 
berlatih pidato.peserta didik dituntut untuk membuat sebuah teks pidato atau 
muhadhoroh minimal 4 muka buku. a) muka buku pertama khusus untuk 
pembukaan b) muka buku kedua dan ketiga untuk inti pidato meringkup : 
judul serta isi teks pidato yang masih berkaitan dengan judul c) muka buku 
ketiga khusus untuk salam penutup. Yaitu permohonan maaf & ucapan 
salam.Peserta didik bebas mengambil contoh dari mentor tentang 
pembukaan pidatonya atau ada variasi lebih tentang pembukaannya, 
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misalnya diberi pantun dan sedikit cerita tentang perjuangan Rasulullah dan 
lain sebagainya. Dan untuk bagian inti dari pada pidato peserta didik tidak 
boleh sama dengan contoh mentor diatas, peserta didik bisa mengambil 
bahan referensi atau bahan untuk teks pidato dari buku contoh-contoh 
berpidato yang banyak beredar dipasaran juga dari majalah,koran, buku-
buku di perpustakaan pondok dan sebagainya asalkan masih dalam sumber 
yang jelas.Dalam membuat teks peserta didik bebas memilih tema apa saja 
yang akan disampaikan dan peserta didik bebas mengembangkan variasi 
tentang teks mau dikasih apa misalnya cerita-cerita lucu,pantun jenaka, dan 
lainnya asalkan masih dalam ringkup tema yang akan disampaikan. Ini 
bertujuan untuk menimbulkan atau memunculkan kreatifitas peserta 
didik.Pembuatan teks untuk peserta didik diberi waktu selama7 hari dalam 
proses tersebut dari setelah diumumkan jadwal membuatnya. Dalam kurung 
waktu itu peserta didik mengolah bahan untuk dituangkan kedalam teks”. 
R:“Oh gitu ya mas. Terus adakah manfaat yang bisa diambil dari Menulis Teks 
itu mas?” 
N:“Tentu saja ada mas ini dia. Manfaat menulis teks pidato dari mentor.pertama 
: Melatih berfikir tertib dan teratur karena menulis pidato harus mengikuti 
tata cara penulisan yang sudah ditentukan prosedur tertentu,metode dan 
teknik,aturan/kaidah standar,disajikan teratur,runtun dan tertib.kedua: 
Bahasa komunikatif ilmiah memiliki syarat harus jelas/ harus bermakna 
tunggal tidak boleh ambigu.ketiga:Kita dapat menulis teks tersebut sesuai 
dengan sistematika penulisan yang baik dan benar. Keempat : Kita akan 
dapat mengatasi materi yang akan disampaikan dalam pidato tersebut. 
Kelima: Dengan menulis kita akan lebih siap dan akan menambah rasa 
percaya diri. Keenam: Dengan menulis setiap apa yang kita sampaikan telah 
terkonsep dengan baik, sehingga tidak ada materi yang tertinggal”. 
R:“Oh terus strategi selanjutnya kan Jam’i. Apa sih itu mas? Dan tolong 
penjelasaannya?” 
N:“Jam’i itu kata yang berasal dari bahasa arab yang berarti pengumpulan. 
Setelah pembuatan teks selesai, hari terakhir dalam kurung waktu 7 hari dari 
tanggal diumumkannya tugas pembuatan tersebut. peserta didik diarahkan 
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oleh mentor untuk mengumpulkan hasil teks yang sudah mereka buat kepada 
mentor pengampu dalam setiap kelompok. Mentor pengampu kelompok 
berjumlah 3 orang dalam setiap kelompok. Mentor pengampu adalah mentor 
yang berfokus mendampingi para peserta didik dalam setiap kelompok, 
mentor pengampu juga dari kelas 5 KMI. Dalam proses ini mentor pengampu 
kelompok, kemudian mengumpulkan kepada mentor pusat atau dalam pondok 
dinamakan qismu’ ta’lim yang artinya bagian pengajaran OSTI (Organisasi 
Santri Ta’mirul Islam)”. 
R:“Oh terima kasih ya mas, mungkin cukup ini aja untuk hari ini, eh mas besok 
lagi kan ada kegiatan muhadhoroh apa saya langsung ikut gitu?” 
N:“iya mas siang tapi jam 1 siang . besok itu langsung datang aja”. 
R:“oh iya udah mas. Terima kasih untuk hari ini. Wassalaamualaikum 
warahtullahi wabarakatuhu” 
N:“Wa’alaikum salam Warahmatullahi”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this fourth interview, the researcher wanted to learn more about Taftis's 
next strategy. Researchers met to the second mentor Ana Syifaul Qulub from class 
5 KMI. The researcher asks a number of questions about understanding to the 
process of the first strategy. 
 
Time of interview : Sunday 16th 2017, 13.00 – 14.30 
Place of Interview: Mursyid Building. 
Interviewer           : The Researcher (R) 
Interviewee           : Ilham Nasuhaas Mentor 3 (I) 
 
R:“Assalaamualaikum warahmatullahi wabarakutu”. 
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I:“Wa’aaikum salam warahmatullahi wabarakutu”. 
R:“Mas , ini kan saya Fauzi dari IAIN Surakarta ingin melakukan penelitian di 
tempat ini . saya dulu sudah izin dengan beliau Ust. Moh. Halim juga dengan 
ustad kafin. Dan hari sebelumnya juga saya sudah izin kebagian pengajaran 
OSTI. Oh ya . namamu siapa?” 
I:“Oh iya mas kenalkan Ilham, saya mentor di kelompok ini bersama Imron & 
Faizi ”. 
R:“Ini mas langsung saja, ini saya kemarin sudah interview dengan harisdan 
Syifa tentang strategy sebelumnya . nah, sekarang saya ingin tau tentang 
strategy selanjutnya yaitu Taftis. Bisakah sampean jelaskan secara gamplang 
apa sih Taftis itu?”. 
I:“Begini mas. Kata Taftis adalah kata yang diambil dari bahasa 
arabdariFattasa-saftisu-taftis yang artinya pengoreksian. Makna Mengoreksi 
adalah suatu proses memeriksa, memperbaiki, membenarkan dari kesalahan. 
Dalam proses ini mentor dengan dibantu oleh mentor pengampu 
perkelompok mengoreksi teks satu persatu yang telah dibuat oleh peserta 
didik dengan seksama, tentu saja dalam pelaksanaan pengoreksian ini, 
mentor perpengalaman dalam bidangnya lah yang ditunjuk. Mentor yang 
berpengalaman itu tentulah santriwan kelas 5 kmi yang mana sudah marang 
melintang dalam proses muhadhoroh. Proses pengoreksiaan ini bukan 
semerta-merta langsung dibaca sekilas,tetapi mentor mengoreksi dengan 
amat sangat cermat dan teliti, dari pembukaan hingga salam penutupan dari 
sebuah teks yang telah dibuat oleh peserta didik. Hal –hal yang diperhatikan 
mentor dalam pengoreksiaan text yaitu :1. Bagian pembukaan pidato.Dalam 
bagian ini mentor melihat dan menganalisis apakah ada kalimat yang kurang 
dalam pembukaan tersebut dan menyesuaiannya dengan contoh yang telah 
disediakan. 2.Bagian Inti pidato. Dalam hal ini mentor melihat dengan 
cermat apakah judul dan teks ada sinkronisasi ataukah tidak.3.Bagian 
penutup pidato.Bagian ini mengidentifikasikan bagaimanakah cara peserta 
didik membuat penututupan yang sesuai dengan kaidah,contoh ataukah tidak. 
4.Kesesuaian isi dengan topik.Dalam ini mentor menganalisis tentang 
apakah isi yang dibuat jauh dari topik ataukah tidak.5. Struktur isi 
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pidato.Bagian yang mengidentifikasikan apakah peserta didik sudah runtut 
dalam penyususunan bagian-bagian dalam pidato ataukah belum. 6. Pilihan 
kata yang dipakai.Dalam hal ini mentor menganalisis tentang kata-kata yang 
dipakai dalam pembuatan teks. 7. EYD (ejaan yang disempurnakan).Mentor 
menyesuaikan teks dengan kaidah yang berlaku dalam EYD. 8. Mentor 
memperhatikan tentang teks pidato minimal 4 muka buku.Mentor 
memberikan minimal 4 muka buku untuk keseluruhan teks dari pembukaan 
hingga bagian penutupan.Jikalau ini belum terpenuhi, peserta didik disuruh 
untuk mengulang kembali teks yang telah dibuat dan yang telah diberikan 
kepada bagian pengajaran atau mentor pusat, agar nantinya dalam kegiatan 
muhadhoroh berlangsung tidak terdapat cacat sedikitpun dalam teksnya dan 
sesuai kaidah yang berlaku dari pimpinan pondok.Setelah strategi yang amat 
melelahkan yaitu tahap pengoreksian selesai,strategiyang selanjutnya yaitu 
pemberian Imdho’. Imdho’itu kata yang berasal dari bahasa arab yang 
artinya tanda tangan. Makna tanda tangan ialah tanda sebagai lambang 
nama yang dituliskan dengan tangan oleh orang itu sendiri sebagai penanda 
pribadi. Dalam kehidupan sehari-hari, kita mengenali seseorang baik itu 
dalam ringkup keluarga, masyarakat,melalui suatu bentuk panggilan yaitu 
sebuah nama ia kan mas, dan tanda tangan yang merupakan abstraksi dari 
jati diri seseorang, jadi ketika orang memberikan tanda tangannnya dengan 
tulisan, ia akan mempunyai hubungan dengan tulisan tersebut.Dalam proses 
penandatangan ini bukan sembarangan, bahwa mentor yang memberikan 
tanda tangan mempunyai hubungan yang erat dengan teks penulisan yang 
ditulis oleh peserta didik tersebut, dengan ini mentor yang memberikan tanda 
tangannnya mempunyai tanggung jawab besar dan siap mempertanggung 
jawabkan apa yang telah ditandatanganinya”. 
R:“Adakah syarat khusus agar teks muhadhoroh diberi Imdho’?”. 
I:“iya ada mas. Syarat-syarat yang sudah boleh diberi tanda tangan : a. Mentor 
pusat telah menyetujui bahwa teks dari peserta didik itu layak untuk diberi 
tanda tangan. b.Telah terseleksi dari mentor perkelompok dengan 
mempertimbangkan Hal-hal yang telah disebutkan distrategi diatas tadi c. 
Dalam penulisan tidak terlalu banyak kesalahan dalam penulisan materi atau 
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penggunaan kata. Selanjutnya, mentor pengampu kelompok ataupun yang 
telah memberikan tanda tangan (imdho’) untuk memberikan khotamun. 
Khotamun adalah kata bahasa arab yang berarti stempel. Stempeldiberikan 
ketika semua persyaratan telah terpenuhi,  stempel disini tentunanya stempel 
dari mentor pusat yaitu qismu’ ta’lim atau bagian pengajaran OSTI, yang 
mana stempel ini sudah didesain resmi dengan lambang bagian pengajaran. 
Stempel disini memberikan kesan bahwa teks yang dibuat itu sudah 
mengantongi izin resmi dari mentor perkelompok dan mentor pusat. 
R:“Oh terimakasih atas informasinya tentang Taftis, Imdho Khotamun”. 
I:“Iya terima kasih mas, mungkin nanti untuk strategi selanjutnya ke rekan saya 
itu ya”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the next interview the researcher, mewancara other mentors in group I 
which talked about the activities of the next strategy is Isti'dadan and Taujih. 
 
Time of interview : Sunday 23 th 2017, 13.00 – 14.30 
Place of Interview: Mursyid Building. 
Interviewer           : The Researcher (R) 
Interviewee           : Imron Abdullah as Mentor 4 (A) 
 
R:“Assalamualaikum mas, ini saya Fauzi. sampean mentor di kelompok I ini juga 
tho?” 
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A: “iya mas, Nama saya Imron”. 
R: “Langsung Saja ya mas... Apa itu Strategi Istidadan? Juga jelaskan secara 
singkat ya mas?” 
A:“Isti’dadan adalah kata dari bahasa arab yang berbentuk masdar yang berarti 
persiapan. Dalam strategi yang sebelumnya selesai, dilanjutkan dengan 
strategi bahwa mentor mengintruksikan kepada peserta didik yang telah 
ditanda tangani (imdho’) dan diberi stempel (khotamun) buku teks pidatonya, 
peserta didik tersebut dituntut mempersiapkan diri mereka  untuk maju keatas 
panggung.Dalam persiapan ini peserta didik diberi waktu kurang lebih 7 hari 
sebelum masuk ataupun menuju keatas panggung. Memang dalam waktu 
tersebut terlihat sangat lama, tetapi dengan kesibukan diluar muhadhoroh 
yang amat sangat banyak, maka para peserta didik harus memanfaatkan 
waktu juga bisa membagi waktu dengan sebaik-baiknya”. 
R: “Apa sajakah yang harus di persiapkan oleh peserta didik dalam waktu 7 hari 
tersebut mas?” 
A:“Dalam kurung waktu tersebut hal yang perlu dipersiapkan peserta didik yaitu 
: a) Menghafalkan teks. Sebelum masuk dan menuju kepanggung, mentor 
menginstruksikan peserta didik supaya menghafalkan teks yang sudah 
mereka buat dan sudah diberi tanda tangan serta stempel. b) Gestur dan 
gerakan tubuh. Selain peserta didik dituntut untuk menghafalkan teks, peserta 
didik juga disuruh untuk berlatih gerakan bagaimana cara menyapa 
menggunakan tangan, gerakan badan dan yang lainnya.misalnya : ketika 
berpidato tangan harus dibuka dan dimainkan didepan dada maju mundur 
sesuai teks pidato yang diucapkan. c) Pakaian yang akan digunakan. Dalam 
berpidato tak lengkap rasanya kalau tidak tampil secara penuh ataupun 
maksimal. Dalam hal berpakaian juga harus menyesuaikan bahasa yang 
akan ditampilkan. Sebagaimana kalau bahasa indonesia memakai pakaian 
adat indonesia atau mencontoh para ulama ataupun da’i dari Indonesia, 
bahasa inggris memakai jas yang menandakan bahwa orang barat berjas 
ketika mereka melakukan pidato dan bahasa arab memakai pakaian adat 
arab dengan sorban yang diikatkan dikepala dan sarung untuk bawahan 
serta gamis panjang dari badan sampai kaki. Memang dengan berpakaian 
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seperti itu akan menimbulkan rasa dan suasana yang berbeda dalam diri, 
seketika itu kita terbawa dengan suasana ataupun baju yang kita kenakan. d) 
Mempraktekkan contoh.Peserta didik dituntut untuk melaksanakan berbagai 
contoh dari paparan mentor sebelumnya, mulai dari teknik  yang meliputi 
fase persiapan sampai fase pidato serta apa saja yang harus dilakukan 
dipanggung. Karena dengan mempraktikan keseluruhan contoh yang telah 
diajarkan atau diberikan sebelumnya, peserta didik lebih siap dan tidak 
gugup lagi untuk menuju ke atas panggung. Itu mas untuk pengertian 
Isti’dadan Sendiri ”. 
R:“Iya mas. Kemudian yang Taujih Apa itu mas?” 
A:“Taujih adalah kata yang berasal dari bahasa Arab yang berarti bimbingan. 
Dalam strategi Taujih ini peserta didik dibagi dalam beberapa kelompok, 
dalam setiap kelompok berjumlah 40 orang, semua kelas terdapat 
didalamnya terdiri dari kelas 1 sampai kelas 5 KMI &1,3 takhosus serta 2 
orang dari kelas 6 KMI yang bertindak sebagai mentor pengampu kelompok. 
Mentor pengampu kelompok menginstruksikan kepada seluruh peserta didik 
untuk kelas dibuat leter U (tatanan meja dibuat dan dibentuk menyerupai 
huruf U), ditengah diberi satu meja untuk penampilan peserta didik yang 
akan tampil menjadi pempidato. Setelah itu, papan tulis diberi tulisan tentang 
susunan acara.  Dan tulisan untuk susunan acaranya terdiri dari : a) 
Pembukaan (Al iftitah) b) Pembacaan ayat suci Al-Quran (Qiro’atul qur’an) 
c) Penampilan para orator (Al-khutbatul mimbariyyah) d) Hiburan (At-
Tasliyyah) e) Pengumuman (I’laanat) f) Penutup (Al-Iftitam). Setelah 
susunan acara dibuat, mentor kelompok menunjuk dari peserta yang tidak 
sebagai pempidato/orator untuk menjadi MC atau mister chairmen sejumlah 
2 orang dan pembaca Al-quran 1 orang. Dalam acara muhadhoroh ini, 
bahasa yang digunakan dalam mister chairmen atau MC harus sama atau 
seimbang dengan bahasa para orator yang akan tampil, misalkan orator 
memakai bahasa inggris maka mister chairmenpun juga dengan bahasa 
inggris. Ini bertujuan agar dalam kegiatan tersebut terjadi suasana yang 
singkron dan kondusif dalam proses muhadhoroh. a) Acara dimulai dengan 
pembukaan. Dalam pembukaan (Al-iftitah) ini seluruh peserta didik 
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membaca surat Al-fatihah dengan khusyu’ dan bersama-sama, kemudian b) 
Pembacaan ayat suci Alquran (Qiro’atul Qur’an) dari peserta didik yang 
ditunjuk, disini seluruh peserta didik diam kecuali pembaca Al quran yang 
melantunkan ayat demi ayat. Para peserta didik dituntut agar menghayati 
makna setiap ayat dalam Al quran yang dibacakan. c) Dalam agenda yang 
ketiga ini yaitu penampilan para orator atau pempidato (Al-Khutbatul 
mimbariyyah), dalam proses ini mister chairmen sangat berperan aktif yaitu 
memanggil satu- persatu peserta didik untuk maju keatas panggung dan 
mengontrol jalannnya acara inti ini. Diatas panggung peserta didik yang 
sebagai orator dituntut untuk berpidato sebagai mana yang telah mereka 
siapkan sebelumnya, karena dengan persiapan yang matang peserta didik 
mampu mengembangkan pidatonya dan juga bisa lebih rileks ketika diatas 
panggung. Tetapi berbeda dengan peserta didik yang kurang siap dalam segi 
persiapan apapun itu, ia akan kesulitan dalam proses berpidato.  Peserta 
didik dituntut ketika diatas panggung agar lebih mengexplore kemampuannya 
dan tidak canggung ketika diatas panggung, karena pemisalan dari mentor 
dulu sudah menjadi bahan yang bagus, baik dan tepat untuk masuk dan 
diterapkan diatas panggung. Ketika peserta didik sedang dalam berpidato, 
misalnya dalam pidato bahasa indonesia, pidatonya terdapat kesalahan 
seperti kalau dalam melafalkan arti hadist nabi dan arti dari Surat dalam 
Alquran, dalam bahasa inggris ketika salah dalam grammatical nya atau 
tatanan bahasanya, mentor pengampu kelompok dengan sigap menyela dan 
langsung membenarkan perkataan dan apa-apa yang salah dalam segi 
pengucapan peserta didik tadi. d) Dalam agenda yang selanjutnya yaitu 
acara keempat, peserta didik yang terlihat rame karena proses inti acara 
tadi, dan ini sudah terpantau oleh mentor sebelumnya. Tugas mentor 
kelompok disini selain membimbing, mengayomi, mengarahkan peserta didik 
tapi juga bersikap aktif dalam segala bidang di acara tersebut. Peserta didik 
yang terlihat ramai ditunjuk oleh mister chairmen yang mana telah mendapat 
arahan dari mentor untuk menuju keatas panggung memberikan hiburan (At-
Tasliyyah). Dalam hiburan ini mentor membebaskan peserta didik ini untuk 
memberikan hiburan asalkan bermanfaat, contohnya : bernyanyi lagu islami, 
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menari secara islami tidak urakan, membacakan puisi dan lain sebagainya. 
Peserta didik yang terlihat lesu ataupun tidak bersemangat dalam acara 
tersebut juga disuruh mentor untuk naik keatas panggung agar dia kembali 
bersemangat dalam melaksanakan acara demi acara. e) Setelah acara 
hiburan, dilanjutkan dengan pengumuman (Al-I’lanat). Pengumuman ini 
tentu saja langsung dari mentor perkelompok, didalam proses ini mentor 
mengumumkan apa saja terkait kegiatan muhadhoroh tadi. Mentor 
mengumumkan bagaimana kekurangan tadi agar kegiatan muhadhoroh 
selanjutkan bisa berjalan lebih baik lagi juga tentang petugas muhadhoroh 
untuk minggu selanjutnya. f) Acara terakhir yaitu penutupan. Dalam acara 
ini peserta didik dan mentor membaca doa kafarotul majlis yang 
berbunyi“subhana kallahumma wabihamdika ashadu alla ila hailla anta 
astagfiruka wa atuubu ilaiki”. Setelah itu peserta didik yang bertugas 
sebagai MC mengucapkan salam, “Wassalamualaikum warohmatullahi 
wabarakatuhu”, dan seluruh peserta didik serta mentor membalas salam, 
“Wa’alaikum salam warahmatullahi wabarakaatuhu. Itu aj mas mungkin 
nanti bisa disambung dengan rekan saya faizi.” 
R: “Oh iya mas terima kasih.” 
A: “Sama-sama Mas.” 
 
 
In the next interview the researcher, mewancara other mentors in the group 
I which talks about the activities of the next strategy is Taqyimun & Destination 
Strategy Muhadhoroh Tersebut. 
 
Time of interview : Sunday 23 th 2017, 13.00 – 14.30 
Place of Interview: Mursyid Building. 
Interviewer           : The Researcher (R) 
Interviewee           :  Nur Faizi as Mentor 5 (F) 
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R:“Assalamualaikum mas, ini saya Fauzi. sampean mentor di kelompok I yang 
ketiga ya?” 
F: “iya mas, Nama saya Kahfi.” 
R:“Langsung Saja ya mas... Apa itu Strategi Taqyimun ? Juga jelaskan secara 
singkat ya mas? .” 
F:“Taqyimun adalah kata berbahasa arab yang artinya Evaluasi. Dalam strategi 
terakhir ini, mentor menginstruksikan peserta didik agar berdiam diri 
ditempat. Mentor memberikan pertanyaan kepada peserta didik yang tidak 
bertugas sebagai orator atau pempidato tentang seputar kegiatan 
muhadhoroh yang telah dilakukan. Pertanyaan dari mentor ini mengambil 
dari bahan para orator/pempidato yang telah tampil tadi misalnya : 1. Judul 
apa yang dibawakan oleh orator A ?  2. Apa inti materi yang telah 
dibawakan oleh orator B ?  3. Apa istimbat atau faedah yang bisa diambil 
dari pidato yang dilakukan –oleh C ? .” 
R:“Apa tujuan mentor mengevaluasi peserta didik tersebut mas?” 
F:“Tujuan mengevaluasi apakah peserta didik tersebut mendengarkan dengan 
seksama atau tidak dalam proses muhadhoroh yang berlangsung tadi mas. 
Maka dengan itu seluruh peserta didik dalam kegiatan tersebut memang 
dituntut untuk memperhatikan dengan serius dan tidak ada yang bermain-
main. Mungkin itu mas pengertiannya tentang Strategi terakhir ini”. 
R:“Iya mas. Terus menuju pertanyaan selanjutnya, Apa Tujuan Strategi mentor 
ini untuk para Santri mas?.” 
F:“Muhadhoroh bisa dikatakan sebagai sarana pelatihan para santri dalam 
bagaimana cara berpidato yang baik dan benar serta nanti bisa turun 
dimasyarakat sebagi seorang da’i. Dengan adanya kegiatan ini, ia akan 
dapat dikenali bahwa ia berasal dari pondok pesantren, terutama untuk 
pondok pesantren ta’mirul islam selain bisa sebagai tersebut diatas.. Dan 
disini mentor memiliki tujuan agar para santri ataupun peserta didik yang 
ikut muhadhoroh memiliki apa-apa yang dinginkan oleh mentor dipondok 
pesantren ta’mirul islam. Tujuan dari mentor dalam kegiatan muhadhoroh 
tersebut ialah pertama :Peserta didik mampu membangkitkan kepercayaan 
dirinya. Setiap pelaksanaan muhadhoroh, seorang peserta didik dituntut 
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untuk bisa menguasai podium dan tidak mempermalukan dirinya sendiri 
didepan para audiens yang hadir menyaksikan. maka secara otomatis peserta 
didik yang mendapatkan tugas menjadi pempidato/orator akan dengan 
sungguh-sungguh menyiapkan materi dan mentalnya. Walaupun dengan 
bermacam kegiatan lain yang juga dituntut untuk diselesaikan. Adapun 
peserta didik yang bertugas menjadi audiens bisa belajar memberikan 
pendapat dan tanggapan seputar materi yang disampaikan oleh rekan 
peserta didik lainnya. Manusia adalah makhluk pembelajar dan pihak 
Pondok sangat berharap Santri yang memiliki keterampilan atau mengikuti 
kegiatan muhadhoroh dengan baik, akan menjadi modal awal baginya untuk 
terjun ke masyarakat, masyarakat yang  sesungguhnya. Apabila keberanian 
dan kemampuan yang dijalankan lewat kegiatan muhadhoroh ini 
dikembangkan dengan baik, maka akan semakin mendorong seorang peserta 
didik untuk bisa mewujudkan cita-cita agungnya, yaitu menjadi Santri yang 
bangga akan kesantriannya dan menjadi Santri yang kesantriannya pantas 
untuk   dibanggakan. Yang kedua : Peserta didik mampu meningkatkan 
kemampuan speaking skillnya. Dalam kegiatan muhadhoroh tersebut, peserta 
didik dituntut untuk selalu mengekspresikan apa yang ia miliki seperti 
kemampuannya dalam memberikan wejangan ataupun sebagainya, tidak 
malu ataupun ragu dalam mengexplore. Dalam kegiatan tersebut peserta 
didik naik kepanggung, lalu ia berbicara dan membawakan pidato didepan 
para audiens dan juga mentor. Para audiens mendengarkan dengan baik 
seraya memperhatikan penampilan yang diberikan oleh orator serta nanti 
pada sesi terakhir acara, audiens memberikan tanggapan tentang 
penampilan orator yang telah tampil. Sedangkan untuk mentor, mereka 
memperhatikan keduanya sekaligus, baik para orator maupun para audiens. 
Mereka memperhatikan bagaimana penampilan para orator. ketika orator 
melakukan kesalahan dengan tanggap, mentor memberikan arahan 
bagaimana agar kesalahan itu menjadi benar. Dalam kegiatan itu, orator 
ketika salah dalam grammatical, mentor langsung menghentikan orator yang 
berbicara dan ditempat itu pula mentor langsung. Dan yang ketiga : 
Mencetak kader-kader para da’i dari para peserta didik. Dalam kehidupan 
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ini sudah banyak diantara kita yang sudah kehilangan norma agamanya, 
kejahatan meraja lela, dan kekerasan yang sudah tidak ada batasnnya. 
Banyak dari kita yang sudah lupa akan tujuan hidup didunia, hidup didunia 
hanyalah sementara, kehidupan yang hakiki dan kekal adalah diakhirat kelak 
maka tujuan dari pada hidup adalah untuk mencari kehidupan yang 
sebenarnya yaitu diakhirat kelak. Maka dari itu perlu bagi seorang yang ahli 
agama dan menyampaikan norma agama kepada masyarat supaya mereka 
sadar akan arti kehidupan yang sebenarnya. Disini muhadhoroh sangat 
mempunyai peranan penting dalam mengatasi permasalahan dari 
masyarakat tersebut, dalam bermuhadhoroh para peserta didik dilatih 
bagaimana menyampaikan ajaran agama serta mensyiarkan ayat-ayat 
alquran dan hadist nabi melalui penyampaian pidato tersebut. Tak khayal 
bahwa banyak dari kalangan ulama, penda’i, ustad yang terlahir dari pondok 
pesantren, karena didalam pondok pesantren dilatih bagaimana 
menyampaikan ilmunya melalui jalan muhadhoroh.” 
R:“Oh itu mas. Terima kasih ya mas atas bantuannya dan juga partisipasinya 
dalam penelitian saya ini.” 
F:“Iya mas, apa ini penelitian yang terakhir mas?.” 
R:“Iya mungkin, soalnya juga ingin langsung membuat bab selanjutnya. Tolong 
sampaikan ucapan terima kasih saya ya...?, Wassalaamualaikum 
warahmatullahi wabarakatuhu.” 
F:“Iya mas pasti. Wa’alaikum salam Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuhu.” 
Here is an interview with all learners inside the murshid building, when 
the time of muhadharah activity takes place. At that time the researchers asked 
several questions. 
 
Time of interview : Sunday 23 th 2017, 13.00 – 14.30 
Place of Interview: Mursyid Building. 
Interviewer           : The Researcher (R) 
Interviewee           :  learners of I grub (L) 
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R: “Apa yang kalian ketahui tentang kegiatan Muhadharah?” 
L: “Latihan untuk berpidato mas” 
R: “Terus kesulitan kalian apa dalam kegiatan Muhadharah ini?” 
L: “a. Tergantung orang mas bisa, kalau orangnya sulit berinteraksi ya gak bisa. 
b. Masih takut untuk tampil didepan mas. c. Nggak hafal i’dad (teks pidato) 
mas juga. 
R: “Apa tanggapan kalian tentang strategi yang mentor berikan dalam 
Muhadharah?” 
L: “Bagus mas. dan kita lebih enjoy dalam muhadharah” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
List of Names with Grub I class 
NO. A 
 
NO. B 
1. Anwar (1 Kmi) 1. Davin Herdya Pranata (1 Kmi) 
2. Zakaria (4Kmi) 2. M. Rifky Ardiansyah  (1 Kmi) 
3. Fakih (3Kmi) 3. Fathur Riqki Ramadhan (2Kmi) 
4. Emha Indra Ghozali 
(3Kmi) 
4. Arsyad (4Kmi) 
5. RakayBisma Ramadhan 
(3Kmi) 
  
NO. C NO. D 
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1. Fajar Triarta (1Kmi) 1. Johan Wijaya (1Kmi) 
2. M. Thoriqul Haq (1Tks) 2. Achmad Nuril Anwar (1Kmi) 
3. Afsana Rozan. N (3Kmi) 3. M. Habib  (1 Tks) 
4. M. Alfin Yunianto (3 
Kmi) 
4. M. Mirza Zahara (3 Kmi) 
5.  5. M. Fadli (4 Kmi) 
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